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committed an aggravated assault or been
guilty of persistent cruelty. I am sure
the House will be willing thlat this small
amendment shall be made to the Act,
which will then be precisely the same as
the Act in England. I am sure the legal
members of the House who have had
occasion to work under the Act will
confirm me in the assertion that the
omission of what it is now proposed to
add has been productive of some amount
of inconvenience.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a, second time.

ADJOURNMENT
AS TO PAPERS re MR. PENNEFATHER.

THE MINISTER FOR LAN DS (Hon.
C. Sommers): I think we might adjourn
till Tuesday next, in view of the dinner to
be given by the Governor to-night, and
of the fact that there will be nothing
ver 'y particular on for to-morrow. There
are amendments which we want to think
over, and we desire to bring them forward
in proper order. Hon. members will
have opportunity of seeing the matter
dealt with thoroughly. It is an import-
ant Subject. I move that the House at
its rising do adjourn until Tuesday next..

Question put and passed.
TirE MINISTER FOR LANDS farther

moved that the House do now adjourn.
How. J. M. SPEED: One would like

to ask the Minister whether he was going
to give his statement, promised y ester-
day afternoon, in relation to the motion
for the adjournment of the House which
was moved by Mr. Brimage.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS said
he had made it quite clear that there was
no definite promise by him. What he
Stated was that probably the matter
relating to Mr. Pennefatber would be
dealt with in the afternoon, and prob-
ably he would bring some statement
before the Council to-day. That matter
was not discussed in another place yester-
day, but he believed it was very probable
information would be obtainable by hon.
members.

AS TO PAPERS re NEW PARLIAMENT

BUILDINGS.

HON. 3.
West): An
Committee

W. HACKETT (South-
important report of a Joint
of both Houses had, ho

believed, been laid on the table of another
place. He saw no signs of its presence
in this Chamber. That report had refer-
ence to the new Parliament Buildings.
Perhaps the Minister for Lands would
have such report distributed.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS said
he would certainly take that course.

Question (adjournment) put and
passed.

The House adjourned at half-past 6
o'clock until the next Tuesday.

Tbrgizlatibc
Wednesday, 11th

zSS Memb,
September, 1.901.

Papers presented - Question: Railways, Baldwin
Engines, parciuse -Question: Civil Servant,
Espinge during office hours-Question :Judge's
Appointment, Medical Certiffleate-Question: Roil-
way Administration. Mr. J. T. Short's Leave-~ etion iEducation, Mr. Jackson's Leave. ate.-

ueatiou : Rnflwny Adminitration, Charges and
elay-Hampton Plains Railway Bill (private),

Rjtpresented-Motion: Winer n Storage
State Aid, debate resume (adjourned)-

Customs Duties (Reimposition) Bill, first reading-
Brands Act Amendment Bill, first resding-Retis.tration of Industrial and Provident Societies will,
first reading-Papers: Judges, a Dismissal and an
Avgointmueot (detsate)-Motion: Appointment of

J.gntto Confirm; Notice, bow altered;
debate (negative)-Ncwspaper Libel and Registre-
tion Am~endmnent Dill, second reading (adjourned)-
Adjournment.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
4830 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PA-PERS PRESENTED.
By the CObONIAL TRESURER: By-

laws of the Municipalities of Malcolm
and Southern Cross.

By the PREMIER: I, Annual Report
of Aborigines Department; 2, Return
(on* motion by Mr. Daglish) showing
rates paid to Messrs. Morden & Mclvor
for articles of clothing ; 3, Amended
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Regulations under Friendly Societies Act
of 1894.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION-RAILWAYS, BALDWIN
ENGINES. PURCHASE.

MR. C. H. RASON asked the Corn-
sioner of Railways: i, Whether, before
ordering " Baldwin " engines from
America, the Government took any steps
to inquire what bad been the experience
of the other Australian States with respect
to these engines-epecially in regard to
efficiency, durability, and coal consump-
tion as compared with other types of
locomotivesP z, If so, in what States was
inquiry made, and with what results ?

THE PREMIER (for the Commis-
sioner of Railways) replied i and 2, No
inquiries were maide, the Chief Mechanical
Engineer having had 20 years' personal
experience of the working of these engines.

QUESTION-CIVIL SERVANTS, ESPION-
AGE DURING OFFICE HOURS.

MR. C. H. RASON asked the Premier:
s, Whether it is a fact that the civil
servants of Perth, or any portion of
them, are or have recently been subject
to espionage during office hoursP z, If
so, by whose instructions, and for what
reason ?

THE PREMIER replied: r, No. 2,
Answered by No. 1.

QUESTION-JUDGE'S AP'POINTMENT,
MEDICAL CERTIFICATE.

ME. C. H. ItASON (for Mr. W. J.
Gleorge) asked the Premier: Whetber
the Government obtained any medical
certificate which gives them reasonable
assurances that the gentleman nominated
for the position of 2nd Puisne Judge is
not likely, in the near future, to avail
himself of the provisions of the Judges
Pension Act, which enable a Judge to
retire on a pension by reason of infirmity
of body' or mind. If not, whether they
wilt do so before confirming the proposed
appointment?9

THE PREMIER replied: The Govern-
inent have seen no necessity to ask for
any medical certificate concerning the
health of Mr. Parker, nor have they any,
intimation and do not believe that Mr.
Parker will apply for a pension at an
early date. Mr. Parker has been sw,'n
in as a Judge of the Supreme Court.

QUESTION--RAILWAY ADMINISTRA-
TION. ME. SHORT'S LEAVE.

MR. H. DAGLISH asked the Com-
missioner of Railways: i, When did Mr.
3. T. Short receive his lengthened leave
of absence? z, Whether he was entitled
to it under the Public Service Adt? 3,
How long had he been in the Public
Service? 4, At what rate was he paid
during his term of leaveP

THE PREMIER (for the Commissioner
of Railways) replied: i, From the 25th
February, 1901. z. He was not entitled
to long service leave under the Act, but
Section 29, Sub-section (b.), permits the
Governor to grant extended long service
leave in special cases, on such terms as may
be thought fit. 3, Since January, 1897
(four years and eight months). 4, Three
months on full pay, and three months on
half pay.

QUESTION-EDUCATION, MR. JACK-
SON'S LEAVE, ETC.

MR. H. DAGLISH asked the Colonial
Secretary: r, How long has Mr. Cyril
Jackson been in the Public ServiceP z,
What term of leave has been granted to
him, and what pay does lhe draw while
absent ? 3, Whether he is entitled to such
leave under the Public Service Act, and
if not, upon what ground it has been
granted ? 4s, Whether Mr. Jackson has
been absent from his office previously
for a period of over one month; if so,
for what term, and at what rate was he
paid during such absence?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY re-
plied: i, Fonr years nine months. 2,
Six months. Three months full pay, three
months half Pay. 3, He would be
entitled at end of next year to six months'
leave. Deferred leave is due to him, as
he has only had 26 days in four years
and nine months. Unexpected delay in
opening of Training College has rendered
it possible for Mr. Jackson to leave his
work now. 4, If " his office " means
"his official duties," no. If it means
"The Education Department," the Gov-

ernment sent Mr. Jackson to the Eastern
States to inquire into their systems of
education. His work as Inspector has
taken him to the North-West schools,
which also entailed absence from Perth.
When absent on official duties, of course
his salary remained unchanged.
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QUESTION - RAILWAY ADMINISTRA-
TION, CHARGES AND DELAY.

MR. F. 0. MONGER asked the Corn-
missioner of Railways: i, When it is
the intention of the Government to place
before the General Manager for Railways
the specific charges which caused his
suspension. a, When the Government
propose to appoint a board to inquire
into the alleged charges. 3, Whom do
they propose appointing to the said
board?

THE PREMIER (for the Commis-,
sioner of Railways) replied: i, Probably
this week. 2, As soon as possible. Delay
has been caused owing to the illiiess of
the Commissioner of Railways.

HAMPTON PLAINS. RAILWAY BILL
(PRIVATE).

SELECT COMMITTEE'S RrPORT.

MR. F. W. MooxnEAD brought up the
report of the Select Committee appointed
to inquire into the Bill; also a dissent,
signed by MS. J. RESIDE.

Report read, and ordered to be printed.

MOTION-WINERY AND STORAGE
CELLARS, STATE AmD.

Debate resumed from 3rd instant, on
the motion proposed by Mr. Harper,
" That, in the opinion of this House, it is
desirable, with the object of stimulating
the wine industry of this State, that the
Government should be authorised to give
such assistance as [nay seem best with
the view of establishing a central winery
and storage cellars."

Tan PREMIER (Hon. G-. Leako):
The adjournment of the debate on this
motion was moved by myself with the
object of obtaining from the Minister for
Lands certain information. That infor-
mation has now been obtained in the
form of a memorandum, which I have
handed to the mover of the motion for
his information. I consequently do not
propose to address myself to the matter
farther.

MR. HARPER: Will you read the memo-
randum to the House?

THE PREMIER: Certainly, if the hon.
member desires it. The memorandum is
from the Secretary for Agriculture, Mr.
L~. L. Cowen, and reads thus:

1. For the Minister's information.
2. There is nothing to indicate that the

establishment of a central winery would, at

the present time, stimulate the vinc-growing
industry, or be successful in itself.

3. In the first place, the gradual extinction
of the duties now levied on the cheap and
matured wines of the East has arrested plant-
ing. If planting was now done, the vines
would not be in bearing much, if any, before
the ditties disappear, so it will be seen that
the ermction of a central wiuery would not in
itself be sufficient to induce planting.

4. Again, supposing a central cellar was
erected, the following figures will show there
is little or nothing to go into it:-In 1900-1901
there were 1,954 acres under wine grapes.
These produced a crop of (estimated) 120,000
gallons of wino. The previous year the crop
was only 86,000 gallons, so you will see I am
making a very liberal increase. To accoin-
tuodate this there is already distributed over
the -seven principal wine-growing districts
cellar room for 430,000 gallons of wine. When
all of the 1,954 acres Are in hearing at 200
gallons per are, a very liberal estimate, the
total yield will not exceed 390,000 gallons; so
you wilt see that the crops of the future are
amply provided for for some years to wome,
even allowing for farther planting.

5. All the principal growers are buyers of
grapes from the small vineyards around them,
and would not supply the central winery ; and
as the large growers, who have ample cellarage,
provide about 75 per cent, of the total crop of
the State, I cannot see how the central winery
is to be made to pay.

6. If vine-plantingwere stimulated by State
assistance, as I admit it is desirable it should
be, and proceeded with vigorously, even then
a central winery would not be required for
some years to come. It would be folly to erect
a small cellar. It must be a large and very
costly undcrtaking, as at least three years'
storage must be provi ded, and, as I have pointed
out at present there are not the grapes in the
country which would go to the cellar to make
even a very small undertaking Profitable.

7. In view of the gradual remnoval of the
Customs duties, it is difficult to suggest how
the industry can be best stimulated without
the State taking too much risk.

S. The free supply to intending planters of
rooted grape vines of the most desirable
varieties is one method which suggests itself
to mec. The cost to the State would be very
little. Two hundred thousanid vines could be
raised and distributed for about £300, and
these would be sufficient for planting 400
acres. The average price now for rooted vines
is .£2 per acre. The free vines would thus
give the settler a bonus of £92 per are.

9. The Agricultural Bank Act must be so
amended As to permit of annual advances, re-
payable at long dates, being made on vine-
yards until such time As they are in bearing.
The sum required would be very small. We
will say a man desires to plant fifty acres. He
is given the rooted vines. After the end of the
first year, if the vines are found to be healthy
and in good order, a4 advance of £1 per acre
might be made to assist towards carrying on
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for the next year. At the expiration of that
period, provided, everything was satisfactory,
a farther advance of X1 10s. should be made,
and the following year £22 per acre. This
brings the vineyard to the bearing stage, and
the man should then be able to hold his own.

10. The cost to the State, if this were done,
would be As follows:-

200,000 vines at X1 l0s. per X
1,000 ... . ... 300

Advance end of first year, 400
acres atkl ... ... ... 400

Advance end of second year. 400
acres at 30s. ... ........ (300

Advance end of third year, 400
acres atA92 ... ... ... 800

£2,100

Equal to £5 5s. per acre.

At the expiration of this period the security
should be worth £10 per acre, or nearly double
the advance. It is understood that, with the
exception of the cost of the vines, which is a
gift, the other advances are only loans, repay-
able by instalments after eight years, and
hearing interest after the third year.

11. The vine-growers and wine-makers of
the State who embarked largely in the in-
dustry prior to federation are entitled t. con-
sideration as well. as the prospective planter.
The only way I can suggest by which they can
be assisted is by following the Victorian
method and making advances on loan to a
moderate number of properly organised eellars
in the different districts of the State. This
would be a far better plan than for the State
to advance a large sum of money to one
central winery that could not possibly be
central. The risk would be much less in
making, say, five advances of £4,000 each to
five well-organised concerns in each of the
wine-growing centres, than advancing £220,000
to one huge central concern, with a very
doubtful future. It is unlikely that all of the
five concerns would be failures.

Details of the Victorian method will be
found on pp. 96 and 97.

(Signed) Li. Lixntsv CowEN,
Secretary Department of Agriculture.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: In the face of
the report which has been received from
the Secretary of the Agricultural Depart
ment and read by the Premier, I think
the subject demands farther consider-
ation. Therefore, I beg to move that the
debate be adjourned.

Motion put and passed, and the debate
adjourned.-

How. F. H-. PiE~sE: It is desirable
that the report which has been read shall
be printed for the use of members.

Tar, PxaurnR: Certainly. It will
appear in Hfansard as,' having been read,
but it can be printed separately.

CUSTOMS DUTIES (REIMFOSITION)
BILL.

Introduced by the COONTxA TREA-
SURER, and read a first time.

BRANDS ACT AMENDMENT BTLL-
Introduced by Ron. W. H. JAMES

(Minister), and read a first time.

REGISTRATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND
PROVIDENT SOCIETIES BILL.

Introduced by Hon. W. H. JAMES, and
m-ad a first time.

PAPERS-JUDGES, A DISMISSAL AND
AN APPOINTMENT.

MRs. G-. THROSSELL (Northain)

Toved all papers connected with the dis-
missal of Mr. Pennefatber, and the appoint-

moent of Mr. Parker to the position of Puisne
Judge, be laid on the table of the House.

He said: In moving, this motion, I desire
to say, at the outset, that it is Dot my
intention to deal with it on the line of
party politics. I feel that a question of
this character should not be so dealt
with ; and in the course of my remarks I
shall be called upon to make an appeal,
not only to members on this (Opposition)
side of the House, but to members on the
Ministerial side also. I have the authority
of the leader of the Opposition (Hon. P.
H. Piesse), and the support of every
member on this side of the House, in
stating that the question should be so
dealt with, in order that every member
having an opinion on it may be able

Ito deal with it independently, and
give an expression of his convictions.
Although there has been something said
about favouritism, and although charges
have been ]evelled at the Premier in that
respect, I wish to say at the outset that
they are not worthy of consideration, and
that members should not approach the
question on the lines of favouritisnm. In

tregard to the appointment of Mr. 0'. ft.
Parker, ff0., there is hardly anyone
more worthy of the honour than that
gentleman, as far as suitability for the
position goes ; but it will be generally
acknowledged that whatever differences
of opinion exist respecting the appoint-
ment of a Judge, the principle is acknow-
ledged not only throughout Australia
but in every civilised community, our-
tainly throughout the British dominions,
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that whatever difference of opinion exists
as to the appointment of a Judge, nothing
but misconduct can remove a Judge after
his appointment. I repeat that although
there may have been differences of opinion
in respect of the appointment of Mr.
Pennefather, yet once a man has been
appointed a Judge, nothing but miscon-
duct can justify his removal; and members
all round the House will have to ask
themselves whether Mr Pennefather, who
has been dismissed from his office, has so
conducted himself as to justify dismissal.

It is an open secret, possibly, that ingivn this appointment to Mr. Penne-
fathe I wa followinag the advice of my
predecessor. I gave a promise that I
would fulfil the obligations entered into
by my predecessor. I am free to confess
that it was one of the promises made by
my late leader and political chief that
when the proper time came I should
offer the appointment to Mr. Pennefatiser;
therefore I claim that I have fulfilled
my promise, but I claim that the Premier
has failed to fulfil his. Before the
appointment was made, there was a
great deal of objection raised, notably
in another place, and I am also aware
that a "round-robin" was sent to the
Government of the day; therefore in
dealing with the appointment I was
bound, as a sensible man, to look closely
into all the objections raised to the

aponment. I found two factors making
thmsles clearly felt in all the objections

which came under my notice. One
was professional jealousy, v so it appeared
to me, and the other was the juan's
religion. Members opposite me laugh;
but it was personally urged on me by
more than one Protestant person in the
State, that I should not make the appoint-
ment on the ground of the mian's religion.
As far as my reading of history goes, the
day is long paut and I hope past for ever
that a manD's religion should be called into
account in making such an appointment.
As to professional jealousy, that I believe
still exists, and one of the chief factors in
taking action against Mr. Pennefather
was his phenomenal success since he
entered the State. I am not holding any
brief for this gentleman, but I think it
will be acknowledged by members all
round the House, and by the community
generally, that anyone with a fair sense
of responsibility should ask himself first,

had this man a just claim to the appoint-
ment ? Is it fair to the State, is his
record clean, has he a. record in the place
from whence he came? These I say
should be the principles in guiding any
man in making such an appointment. I
desire to say as far as Mr. Parker is
concerned, that I have known his career
from the outset, since he left school, and
possibly if I had been justified in doing
so, Mr. Parker would have been selected;
but I was faithful to my promise and
appointed Mr. Pennefather ; and although
Mr. Parker has a long and honourable
career before him, I confess to a feeling
which is shared also by many friends

Ioutside the House that he missed the
opportunity of advancing himself in
public opinion by refusing to accept
the position, knowing as he does

1the principle of the profession, that
once a man is appointed, nothing can
remove him except misconduct. I
say as an old colonist that had Mr.
Parker acted on these lines, had he
refused, on this principle, the position.
he would have reached the seventh heaven
in the estimation of the people, and
would have become the man whom we
should have delighted to honour. I said
just now that we should look into the
records of the man to whom the appoint-
mient was offered, and it became my duty
in offering the appointment to Mr.
Pennefather to look into his record. I
will make the House acquainted with the
facts that guided me in making the
appointment outside the recommendation
by my respected predecessor, Sir John
Forrest. I found that Mr. Pennefather
came to this State, and for three and a
half years he occupied the position of
Attorney General. When we turn to his
record before he came to Western Aus-
tralia from his youth uip, we find that in
1870 he matriculated at the Melbourne
University. Five years later he obtained
the degrees of B.A. and TLB. with
honours. In 1876 he was called to the
Bar in Victoria; he was engaged in the
Crown Law Department there, and in
1882 he became instructor to the Crown
Law Prosecutor on Circuits. He was
called to tbe Bar of New South Wales,
and practised in Melbourne, Bendigo,
and Riverina as a barrister for 20 years.
I think, members will agree with me that
if a professional record be of any value,
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no objection can lie against the man I
appointed. I challenge the Premier to
show a more honourable professional
record, and I challenge him to show that
the man who has replaced Mr. Penne-
father has a better record than Mr.
Pennefather. What, I ask, has induced
the Premier to take this action in
removing one man and placing another,
with a record not superior, even if it he
equal to Mr. Pennefather's, in his stead.
I ask for an explanation :that is what
the House demands and what the countryv
demands. What are the reasons that
have guided the Premier in making this
alteration ? It has been said that the
man has been appointed from friend-
ship.. I say again that the true
principles in guiding us in making the

appintment are first a just and honest
cliand secondly that the man must

have a suitable record. Mr. Pennefather
was tried in this State and not found
wanting. Mr. Parker has been tried
in the balance and not found want-
ing. I hope members of the House
will remember that whatever differences
of opinion exist, nothing short of iiscon-
duct should remove a man from the
position of Judge; and if I have proved
that and the principle is accepted, I say the
Premier has done a wrong act in mak-
ing this change, whatever claims Mr.
Parker may have had. With regard to
the relationship which has been twitted
against two members of the Miistry-
the Premier and the Ron. W. H. Jamnes
-whom I have known all their lives,
although I have differed from them in
politics I have not yet learned to despise
them, and if I were to charge them with
having made the appointment for the
sake of the relationship, I should despise
them ; but I standl here to say that
knowing the men, they are hionourably
acquitted of such a chairge-they would
not make such an appointment for the
sake of their relationship. The Govern-
ment have made a huge mistake. There is
a constitutional principle which should
guide Governments in such an appoint-
ment, and the Premier would do well to
acknowledge it: the Premier would do
well to say that he has made a mistake.
I am not going to make a set speech. I
only wish for an explanation. I am
reminded of the words of the statesman
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain when hie said,

" Shame does not exist in the confession
of a fault: shame only exists in the per-
severance of a fault." The Premier has
been guilty of a mistake, and as I said
in the beginning, if I bad the power of
making a change in the appointment, I
might have offered the judg eship to Mr.
Parker. There is one way in which
justice can be done. The Premier has
said, in answer to a question, that he is
about to make provision for the appoint-
inent of a fourth Judge, and he has also
told us that it is his intention to establish
Circuit Courts. I believe a fourth Judge
is necessary, but I do not know whether
the Premier will follow up his error, or
whether he will correct that error by
making Mr. Pennefather the fourth
Judge. I appeal to the Premier to
do justice in this matter; I appeal
to every member of the House, and
I appeal to the country. If I am
rightly informed as to the opinions of
members sitting here, there will be no
uncertain sound in their utterances on
this question, which, after all, is a con-
stitutional one. That is the reason why
I brought the matter before the House,
not on party lines, so that a11 members,
even those sitting at the back of the
Premier, might be free to stand up and
crve utterance to their honest opinions as
to whether a mistake has not been made,
bearing iii mind the constitutional point,
and whether they will see justice done in
the appointment of this fourth Judge.
I need not dwell on the matter much
longer. I have endeavoured so to address
myself to it as not to drag in per-
sonalities or to hurt any man's feelings:
that is not my desire.. I confess I feel very
strongly on this subject, and I shall watch
with the greatest interest whether justice
is to follow the debate. If it does, all
will be well. It may be that the Premier,
while he refused my request the other
day when I waited on him, giving
utterance to his opinion with characteristic
plainness, will grant my demand now. I
am not going to shoot at him. It may
be that, after -all, he intends to do the
country and himself justice, and to do
honour to the position he holds and
the profession he represents, by telling us
in as few words as possible that Mr.
Pennefather is to he the fourth Judge.
I only trust that ever 'y member address-
ig himiself to this question and I hlp
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members all round the Chamber will do
so-will speak out fearlessl y and utter
his opinions, not indulging in per-
sonalities or hurting the feelings of
anyone if it can be avoided. I trust that
every member will Speak in such a fashion
that when the debate is closed the Premier
will recognise that even his supporters
are with us (Opposition) in our endeavour
to secure a righteous decision on this
question. T appeal to hon. members to
speak out; and my appeal is not only to
members on this (Opposition) side, but
to members (in every side. Task you, sir,
and I ask hon. members, to bear in mind
that I am not asking for a favour: I am
asking for a simple act of justice. When
I read the Governor's Speech a short time
ago, my attention was drawn to a para-
graph which said:-

My prnesent advisers will honourably carry
out obligations entered into by m~y late
Ministers.
I confess I took this expression literally.
When the Address-in-reply to the Gover-
nor's Speech was debated in this Chamber
the Premier repeated the statement, say-
ing that it was his intention loyally to
abide by the decisions and to carry out
all the obligations of his predecessors
where he could legally do so. I know it
may be replied that the remark does not
apply to appointments-that it applies
onl[y to public works. In the course of
the debate, however, I asked the Premier
the question whether that declaration
was to be taken literally. The Premier
on that occasion was, I think, con-
veniently deaf; for he made no response.
However, 1, and others with me, took

great comfort from that sentence in the
Goernor's Speech, and from the repeti-

tion of it b y the Premier on the occasion
I have referred to. Seeing now a departure
from the spirit of that declaration, I
consider it well to speak out. As I dealt
honourably with my successors, so I
wish the Premier to keep faith with his
predecessors, thereby gaining the respect,
if not the support, of every member on
this (Opposition) side of the House, and
respect and also support from every
member at the back of him. I trust he
will prove, as we all hope he will, a son of
the soil worthy of the position be now
occupies. I await with the greatestinterest
the result of the debate; and I move the
motion standing in my name, again

ex])ressing the hope that members on
every side of the House will not fail to
stand up and give expression to their
opinions as to the justice of the claim I
u rge.

THE PREMIER (Hon. G. Thake):
I ant glad that this matter is being
brought forward and ventilated in Parlia-
ment, because I think it will prove
more like the passing of a thunder-
storm than anything else: the air will
be clear when I have finished speak-
ing, or when this debate is over,
and people will understand what has
actuated me in the course I have pur-
sued. I want at once to say that what I
have done, I have dlone deliberately; and
I have, at the present moment, no inten-
tion of withdrawing from the stand which
I have taken up. My remarks this even-
ing, therefore, will not be apologetic, but
explanatory. I shall withhold from the
House and from the public no infornma-
tion, nor shall I disguise any motive
which has actuated me in this matter.
[OprosITIoN MEMBERS; Hear, hear.] The
lion, member who has introduced the
motion has done so with a degree of
force which is characteristic of him. I
wish, however, that he had not based
the whole of his remarks on at wrong
assumption. His facts are not altogether
erroneous-I do not say that; but I do
Say that he has not told the House
enough. The hon. member, of course,
has had opportunities of examining the
records relating to this matter. I have
the records with me here, and I do not
intend to oppose the object that he has
in view, namely the production of the
papers. I certainly object, however, to
the wording of his motion; and I cannot
refrain from saying that it seems to me,
in spite of the hon. member's ardour,
others may say when this debate is con-
cluded, " Save me from my friends!
The motion speaks of the dismissal of
Mr. Pennefather from, and the appoint-
ment of Mr. Parker to, the position of
Puisne Judge. It is a very serious
charge to make against the Government,
that of having dismissed Mr. Pennefather.
It is an unwarranted charge, and the
expression, " dismissal of Mr. Pense.
father," conveys a wrong impression with
regard to that gentleman him self. I say
at once that Mr. Pennefather has not
been dismissed, that he has done nothing
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that would warrant the taking of such a.
course with a high judicial officer. I
would be the last to cast a stigma, or
attempt to cast a stigma., on his name by
admitting that the gentleman referred to
has been dismissed. I cannot help think-
ing that the member for Northam has
been ill-advised in the use of that expres-
sion, It would be well if, before I deal
farther with the hou. member's remarks, I
read to the House the correspondence and
other matter which have been gathered
from the files. I have the original files
here, and, as I say, I shall1 lay them on
the table of the House as soon as I have
finished, in order that hon. maembers may,
if they think fit, examine them. I shall
go back a little behiud the first minute, by
reminding the House that during last
year a proposal was made by the Govern-
mnent of which the member for Northam
and Mr. Penuefather were 1both members,
to appoint a fourth Judge; and that a.
Bill was brought into this House and
introduced into the Legislative Council,
as is usual in these, cases, to provide for
the appointment and the salary of that
fourth Judge, with the result that the Dill
was thrown out by the Legislative Council.
The members of that House said that
they knew it was the intention of the
Government to appoint Mr. Pennefather,
and that unless they had au assurance that
the intention would not be carried out, thiey
would reject the Bill. The assurauce was
not forthcoming, and the Bill was thrown
out. Moreover, when a rumour was circu-
lated of the appointment of 'Mr. Penne-
father, there was a protest from members
of the Bar. This protest was expressed
in respectful language and was signed by
fifty-two members of the profession. It
wa's addressed to the then Premier, Sir
John Forrest, and read as follows-.

As we understand that the Government are
about to appoint a fourth Judge, and that the
Hon. Rt. 1W. Pemiefatber is likely to be chosen,
we deem it right to inform you that his
appointment wilt not meet with the approval
of the Bar.

That was signed by fifty-two members of
the profession, and I was, one of the
fifty-two.

Ma. SAxssE: What is the date of
that?

TanF PREMIER: It is not dated.
MR. HARUPER: Fifty-two out of how

many on the roll P

THE PREMIER: I forget how many
are on the roll.

MR. W. J. GEoRG<;E: Are you guided
by the Bar in these appoinitments?

HON. W. H. JAMES: We are guided
by justice.

MR. GEORGE. Leave the Premier the
floor.

HON, W. Ht. JAMES: Very well.
TE PREMIER: Yes; I can answer

hon. members. I was one of the members
of the Bar who signed that memoran-
du.

How. W. H. JAMEs: So did I.
THn PREMIER: The two sets of

circumstances I have mentioned amounted
to an emphatic protest from bodies. of
men who are not given to expressing
opinions hurriedly, or I think spitef ully.
At any rate, they amounted to a fair
word of waringu to the Government of
the day to proceed cautiously. I want
hon. mnembers all to understand that the
gentleman who is affected was a member
of that Government. He was a member
of the Ministry at the time this protest
was mnade. In this connection I may
mention that, curiously enough, this pro-
test from the members of the Bar does
not appear in the file. Why it does not
appear in the file, I do not xnow. But
of course it cannot be denied for one
moment that it was brought under the
notice of the Premier and the Govern-
ment of the day. Indeed, my friend the
member for Northam, in the course of his
remarks, referred to the protest.

HON. F. H. Pisss: It was in my
time, and I did not see it; so you must
not say that.

Tara PREMIER: Perhaps this is one
of those instances in which the Premier

*of the day preferred to act absolutely on
*his own responsibility without consulting
any of his colleagues. Before I refer to
the first memorandum on the file, I maty
say that in addition to the protest which
'was put forward by the Legislative
Coucil and by members of the Bar,
there were several strong articles in the
Press of the day, and those remarks were
not confined to the metropolitan Press,
but were made also by the country Press,
and I think particularly by goldfields
1)apers. The first mnemorandum amongst

Ithe papers was dated the 8th March, 1901,
1and signed by Mr. Throssefl, the then
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Premier, Sir John Forrest having re-
retired. The memorandum said;

Ministers Are of opinion that the appoint-
ment of Acting Judgfe should be offered to the
present Attorney General, the Hon. R. W.
Penn efather.
"Minisfers are of opinion ": that would

include all Ministers; Mr. Penniefather
being one, and also Mr. Lefroy one,
being then Minister for Mines, and who,
Imay remnark in parenthesis, received about
the same time the appointment to the
position of Agent General in London--
although there was no vacancy at the time.
I also wish to remind hon. members that
it was public opinion, and it was Minis-
terial belief, that they would not Live for
long after the result of the then impending
general election was known. Subsequent
events justified that assumption. The
Chief Justice, Sir Alexander Onslow, had
gone away on leave; and perhaps I may
deal with that aspect of the case now, as
it opened the way for the appointment of
an acting Judge. The Chief Justice had
gone away on leave, and it was matter of
common knowledge that he had no in-
tention whatever of coming back to this
State, that he wished to retire on his
pension, and it was admitted that he
would retire.

TnE COLONIAL TREASURER: He said
so.

THE PREMIER: Yes; he said so,
publicly; particularly at a certain picnic
to Point Walter he mentioned the matter,
and then urged on those to whomn he was
speaking the claims of Mr. Penuefather
to be appoiuted permanently to the puisne
judgeship. In order to justify the
retirement of the Chief Justice on a
pension, it was necessary ftor him, under
the provisions of the Judges Pension Act,
to show that he had been on the Bench
for 15 years and was 60 years of age, or
that he was incapable, by reason of per-
manent infirmity of body or mind, to
perform the duties of his office. As a
fact, he had been on the Bench for 15
years, but was not 60 years of age;
consequently he could not on these
grounds demand his pension. It was
necessary for him therefore to obtain the
required medical certificate, to be approved
by the Governor-in-Council, before he
could demand his pension. Before he
went away to England, such a certificate
was obtained, and is on the file. It is

dated 1st March, 1901, sad signed by
Dr. J. H. Saw, M.D., M.A., B.C. It is
in these terms:

I hereby certify that His Excellency the
Administrator has been under my care for the
past 12 months; and in my opinion he is
incapable, by reason of permanent infirmity of
body, of perfurming his duties AS, Chief Justice.

That certificate was given about the time
that he went to England. We can
assume, since it is on the file, that it
must have been obtained by the Chief
Justice and handed by him to the
Government of the day v; and on that it
would have been competent for the
Government of the day to have retired
the Chief Justice on a pension equivalent
to half-pay. It was evidently not con-

*venient for the Chief Justice to retire at
that moment, simply because hie got
something like three months' leave of
absence on full pay; and of course no
man would abandon three months' pay
in favour of half-pay. About a week
or- so after the Chief Justice arrived
in London, lie wrote to Mr. Throssell, the
then Premier, saying that he wished to
retire on his pension. He made it a
condition in the letter that he should be
allowed to retire under the Judges

*Pension Act, and made it a farther con-
dition that his resignation should not
take effect until some day in June, about
the 4th. Well, the reason why the Chief
Justice was not retired on his pension,
and the appointment of Mr. Justice
Pennefather confirmed, was that Mr.
Throsseli's Government went out of
office ; consequently, they could not con-
firm. I knew nothing about that letter
hiaving been received by the late Govern-
ment until two or three weeks ago, when
I also received a letter from Sir Alexander
Ouslow to the same effect, and suggesting
a similar condition. Mr. Throssell had
not thought it necessary to file that
letter; nor did be tell mue of it when he
spoke to mec early in June about the
question of confirming Mr. Pennefather's
appointment. I do not put that fact
forward as laying any particular blame
on the hon. member, but it is a fact.

MR. W. J. GEoRGE: Was the letter in
the office, but not on the file ?

TuE PREMIER: He had forgotten to
put it on the file, apparently.

MR. W. F. SAYER: Was it a private
letter ?
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MINISTERIAL MEMBER: A private
letter !

Tnur PREMIER:- It cannot he called
a private letter, for it began " My dear
Mr. Throssell," and it went on to say 11I
submit my resignation conditionally." I
do not call that a private letter. I have
the letter here. There is Dr. Saw's
certificate stating that Sir Alexander
Onslow was incapable, by reason of per-
mianent infirmity of body, of performing
the duties of his office of Chief Justice.
The certificate is dated 1st. March, 1901.
I understand some hon. members would
have us believe that because the certifi-
cate is dated so far back as 1st March
of this year, we ought not to act on it
now, but ought to have required a fresh
certi&ate.

ION. F H. PIES 5E; Hear, hear.
THE PREMIER: That is what the

hon. member means, I see. Well, it
would have been good enough, I suppose,
for the Government of the day early in
June, but it is not good enough for the
Government of the day in August! How
is the certificate wordedP Dr. Saw says
the Chief Justice was incapable by reason
of permanent infirmity of body-" per-
manent infirmity of body "-to perform
the duties of his office, What was per-
manent in March was permanent in July,
and is permianent to-day,; and I never for
a moment thought of questiening the
certificate which had been given by a
gentleman of Dr. Saw's standing. I may
say I know him intimately.

MEMBE:R (cross-bench):- It is -very
Vague.

THE: PREMIER: I would like to tell
the hon. member that this certificate
actually follows the wording of the Act,
and was undoubtedly obtained with the
actual specific intention of enabling the
Chief Justice to retire on a. Judge's
pension. In fact, I can assure hon. mem-
bers that when I received the Chief
Justice's letter of resignation, I sought
for such a certificate and found it. Hgad
I not found it in the papers, I was going
to demand it before I could have dealt
with that letter. Dr. Saw in the certi-
ficate says:

I hereby certify that His Excellency the
Administrator has been under my care for the
past twelve month., and that, in my opinion,
he is incapable, by reason of permanent
infirmity of body, of performing the duties of
his Office as Chief Justice.

If, then, hon. members question that cer-
tificate, I suppose they go to the whole
extent of saying it is false, and I suppose
they must also say that a gentleman of
Dr. Saw's standing had given a false
certificate, and that a. gentleman of Sir
Alexander Onslow's position made use of
it. These are allegations which I, at any
rate, decline to level against either Dr.
Saw or Sir Alexander Onslow. Conse-
quently, members cannot cavil at that
certificate. of ill-health. It justifies the
retirement of the Chief Justice on a fact
which I do not believe is questioned; but
I mention these circumstances in order
that the House may see that the way was
clear for the appointmtent of a third
Puisne Judge, by the legal retirement of
the Chief Justice. I hare told the House
of the Ministerial memorandum, which
expressed the opinion that the app oint-
muent. of an acting Judge should be
offered to the then Attorney General. On
the departure of Sir Alexander Onslow,
Mr. Justice Stone was appointed Acting
Chief Justice and Mr. Fennefather, then
Attorney General in the Government,
was appointed to the position of acting
Puine Judge. I think it is a recognised

Irule under responsible government that
appointments to the Bench are in the
gift, practically, of the Attorney General
of the day. Ile is the legal adviser of
the Government, and consequently he is
supposed to be able to speak with greater
certainty than anybody else on the ques-
tion of legal qualifications. To put it in
a nutshell, then, Mr. Justice Pennefather
appointed himself.

MEmBEFR: Queryd
THEs PREMIER: Eli~?
HONr. F. H. PIESSE:- I dlid not speak.
THE PREMIER:- On the 12th March

Mr' Throssell, the Premier, w-rote to the
Hon. RL. W. Pennefather, Attorney

*General-just as if Mr. Pennefather, the
Attorney General, did not know all about
the contents of this letter in the face of
this Ministerial minute and being a

*member of the Cabinet-as follows--
Sir,-I have pleasure in informing you that,

owing to the absence on leave and the condi-
lion of the Chief Justice, and the appointment
of Mr. Justice Stone to be Acting Chief
Justice, the Government have unanimously
decided to offer you the appointment of
acting Puisine Judge during the time Mr.
Justice Stone acts as Chief Justice. Should
the Chief Justiceship become vacant during
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the time the present Government is in office,
it is proposed to offer the permanent appoint-
went to Mr. Justice Stone; andi in that case
the Government would be glad to offer you
the permanent, appointment of second Puisne
Judge, or the position of fourth Judge if
created by Parliament. More than this you
will at once see the Government are not in a
position to promise. I desire to add, it gives
me personal pleasure to make this communi-
cation to you-
So you see the promnise made in the letter
was contingent on Mr. Throssell's
Government remaining in office. The
Government could not very well go any
farther.

HON. P. If. PIEecE: It mRust follow
they could not go farther.

THE PREMIER: Onthel3th of March,
Mr. Pennefather replied :

Sir,-ln reply to your letter, dated the 12th
instant. I have much pleasure9 in accepting
the position of acting Puisne Judge, and I am
glad to see the observations made by you,
which are as much as I could expect, under
the circumstances.
Nothing happened until I received the
letter addressed to me as Premier, from
the Chief Justice, tendering his resigna-
tion, conditional upon the granting of
his pension under the Judges Pension
Act. The Chief Justice's resignation was
accepted by the Government and Execu-
tive; and I personally looked into the

papers and wrote a minute on the sub-
ject, satisfying myself that all the
requirements of the law had been coin-
plied with. I also wrote this letter or
memorandum to Mr. Acting Justice
Pemiefather:

Sir Alexander Onslow's resignation as Chief
Justice has been accepted, and he retires on a
pension. I regret to Bay the Government are
unable to confirm your acting appointment,
and propose to appoint another member of the
Bar. In the event of your requiring time to
deliver decisions, etc., I shall be glad to
extend thke time for your retirement for a few
days. Permit me on behalf of the Government
to thank you very sincerely for the services
you have rendered as acting Judge.
on the 30th August, in reply to that
Mr. Pennefather wrote:

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your com-
munication of yesterday, informing me of Sir
Alemr. Onslow's resignation as Chief Justice,
and that the Gorvernment are unable to
confirm my appointment. There are some
reserved judgments in which I have taken
part to be considered and delivered, and It
shall bring the subject of their consideration
before the Chief Justice. I desire to thank
your Government for the expression of thanks

*conveyed in your letter for the services I have
rendered.
There was no protest there. On the 5th
September I received a letter. I may say
it was no secret; I made no secret of it.

*The information was given to the Press
that I inteuded to recommend Mr. Justice
Stone as Chief Justice and Mr. Parker as
Puisne Judg.,e. Mr. Pennefather wrote
to me on the 5th September:

With reference to your communication to
me of the intention of the Government to
appoint a member of the Bar in my place, I
cannot help thinking that you are not aware

*that when I accepted the position of Acting-
iJug, the one and only contingency upon
whic the appointment might be temporary
was the return of Sir Alexander Onslow to his
duties. I was clearly given to understand,
and indeed it is on record, that on the

Iretirement of Sir Alexauder Onslow, the
appointment would be made permanent.
Except for that assurance, nothing would have
induced me to leave the Bar; and I never
doubted, nor can I even now doubt, that the
obligation of the late Government towards me
would be honourably observed by the succeed-
ing Government. I can only assume that you
are unaware of the condition of my appoint-
ment, and I would refer you to Mr. Throssell's
letter to me of the 12th of March.

That was the letter " conditional on the
Government remaining in office," and so
forth. The letter goes on to say:

It was clearly and definitely understood that
so long as the vacancy on the Bench continued
I should fill it, and that on the resignation uf
the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Stone's appoint-
ment as Acting Chief Justice, and mine as
Judge, would alike be permanent. I feel
assured that, except for a misconception of my
posit-ion, you could not have acted as you have
done, and that when you appreciate the great
injustice of my removal from the B~ench, in
the circumstances, you will think fit to
reconsider the matter.

To that I replied by a6 letter dated 7th
September. I had to reply with soe
exactness in this matter. because we were
accused of injustice in removing Mr.
Pennefather from the Bench. I said:-

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt
of youir letter of the .5th inst., with reference
to the Judgeship. I am aware of the letter
written by Mr. Thressell on the 12th March
last, but, in the circumstances, do not con-
sider the present Government bound by any
promise therein contained. No doubt had Mr.
'rhrossell continued in office, he would have
confirmed the appointment; but he did not
bind his successors in office, for his promise
was contingent upon his Government remain-
ing in office. At the time of your appointment

Iyou were Attorney General in Mr. Thrrossell's
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Ministry. It isa&recognised rule that appoint-
ments to the Bench are practically in the gift
of the Attorney Genera]; and it therefore
follows that you appointed yourself, or, at any
rate, that the obligations expressed in the
letter of the 12th March, and upon which you
now rely, were undertaken by Mr. Throssell
and yourself in favour of yourself. I must
also remind you that you accepted the position
in the face of an emphatic protest by the
Legislative Council and members of the Bar.
It would be establishing a dangerous prece-
dent to recognise the right of an Acting
Judge, taken perhaps fromu the ranks of the
junior Bar, to demand the permanent appoint-
ment should a vacancy occur during the
acting term. Senior members of the Bar
might thereby be prejudiced, for though
willing to accept a permanency they would not,
for obvious reasons, take a temporary appoint-
ment. I regret that you regard the action of
the Government as unjust, or as tantamount
to your removal from the Bench. There
exists no reason for suggesting that you have
acted with impropriety as a Jundge, a fact
which the use of the word "removal" would
imply. Indeed, I hasten to assure you that
the appointment of Mr. Parker is in no way
meant as a reflection upon you, but is merely
in exercise of the right the Government pos-
sesses to appoint to a high judicial position
the one they think best qualified.
This is the extent of the correspondence
between the G-overnment and Mr. Penne-
father; and it lays the case perhaps as
clearly and as tersely as it is possible to
do. 'There was a letter addressed by Mr.
Throssell to myself, which I may as well
read as it was written last week, Septem-
ber 6th, and it will be observed the lion.
member desired to ask sune some questions
without notice. He says:

Dear Mr. Leake,-I enclose copy of questions
you were good enough to say you wonid
answer. 1 will endeavour to see you this
afternoon, and discuss the matter with you, if
you will permit me to do so. Naturally. I
feel much sympathy with Mr. Pennefatber.
A simple solution of the whole question would
be the appointment of a fourth Judge, and
the gvnofthat to Mr. Pennefather. You
Will remmb er my calling on you early in
June relative to the position of Mr. Penne-
father, and at the time rumour was husy as to
a syndicate combining to oppose your election,

Mit. GEoltuE: A syndicate to oppose
an election?

THE PREMIER: That is what Mr.
Throssell says. I am reading his letter.

MR. GEORGE: What is the syndicate?
TH.E PREMIER: I do not know. I

am only reading the letter, which is on
the file. The letter concludes:

I know you made no promise, but I left you
with the impression that Mr. Pennefather's

f interests would be safe in your hands, and
gave him such assurance."

I replied on the 7th September as
follows:-

Dear Mr. Throssell, --I remember the inter-
view you refer to in your note of yesterday,
but it was not with reference to my election.
It was in this office, and you spoke to me
about Mr. Peninefather's aippointment, and
asked if it was my intention to confirm it.
My reply was that until Sir Alexander Onslow
resigned no decision could be comue to. You
certainly advocated your friend's claim with
rigour, and I fully realised thes anxiety you
felt on hisl account. I regret that a wrong
impression was left on your mind as to any
intention on my part. I would remind you
that though you had in your possession at the
time Sir Alexander Onslow's conditional resig-

Ination, you did not allude to the fact, and it
was only a few days ago that I became aware
of it by a latter from Sir Alexander to myself.

These letters are only in confirmation of
the remarks which have been made by
the member for Northam (Mr. Throssell),
in the course of his address this evening.
All the facts in connection with the matter

Iare there, and members and the public
can judge whether or not there was any
obligation on the Government or binding

ion the Government, in the letter of the
12th March. I have always understood
that appointments to the Bench should be
filled by lawyers, and not by politicians,
brothers-in-law, or personal friends. I
accept that, if I understand that is the
argument of the hon. ruemboerfor Northam,
I take it that when a. vacancy occurs, it is
the duty of the Government to find out
who i the biest qualified mian available to
fill such ani appointmnen. I tell hon.
members that the acting appointment
which was given to Mr-. Pennefather wvas
not offered to any Ring'si Counsel, and
particularly it was not offered to the two
best qualified leading men, Mr. Burt and
Mr. Parker, by Mr. Throssell's Govern-
ment. But it was given by Mr. Thros sell.
and 'his Attorney' General to the Attorney
General. And again, there were other
senior men at the Bar, considerably senior
to Mr. Pennefather: yet Mr. Pen nefather
was selected as the object of the Govern-
ment's patronage; and I have no doubt
they would have confirmed the appoint-
mnent had the opportunity offered.
I1 am glad the member for Northam said
that this is not a party question at all,
and that 'he does not desire to take an
adverse vote on it. Consequently I ant
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relieved from saying a good deal that
perhaps I might otherwise have said, and
am also relieved from the necessity of
modifying the tone of my remarks; since,
whatever the result of the debate may be,
I have nothing to fear. I cannot, how-
ever, help remarking at this moment that
the action of the late Government in their
moribund condition during the early part
of the year, was in pursuance of what we
when in Opposition have accused them of,
namely; the policy of "1Spoils to the
victors." I refer to their action in appoint-
ing one of their members, Mr. Lefroy, to the
Ageuc Generalship and Mr. Peunefather
to the Acting Judgeship, both appoint-
ments being made in anticipation of the
Ministry's resignation. I have been ac-
cused of favouritism: I have been accused
of appointing a brothier-in-law to ajudge-
ship. Is it a qualification for a judgeship
that one should not have a brother-in-law?
If so, whom are we to appoint?' But I
repudiate such a, suggestion with all the
indignation I can command. I deny it.
Mr, Parker was not appointed by me
because he happened to be connected with
me by marriage. He was appointed by
me because he was pre-emninently quali-
fled to fill the position. (GOVERNMENT

MEnns:FJ Hear, hear.] If I am to be
accused of appointing a, brother-in-law,
then I say Mr. Pennefather did not show
even that degree of unselfishness; be-
cause he appointed himself.

A MEMBER: Was the appointment
offered to Mn. BurtF

THE PREMIER: It was not. If there
are two men capable of adorning the
Benchi of our Supreme Court, I would
single out those two men, Mr. Parker and
Mr. Burt; and T defy any man in this
House, or for the matter of that any
man in the whole State, for a moment to
compare the qualifications of these two
men with those of the gentleman who
now says he is aggrieved.

A MEMBER: Why did you not offer it
to Mr. Burt?

Tkn PREMIER: As a, matter of fact
I did speak to Mr. Burt about the
appointment, and he said he would not
take it. Moreover, Mr. Burt some time
ago refused the Chief Justiceship. Indeed,
when I first spoke to Mr. Parker about
the appointment, that gentleman was
unwilling to leave his practice to go on
the Bench. Only about three weeks ago

I he intimated his willingness to accept the
justiceship, and when I became aware
that Mr. Parker was willing to take a,
seat on the Bench, I lost no time in
securing his services. I have not yet
lived long enough to regret nmy action.
It is leading hon. members off on alto-
gether a false scent to say that this is a
removal or dismissal of an honourable
gentleman from a, high position. I
repudiate such a suggestion. In this
matter I have no feeling at all against
Mr. Pennefat her. [OPPOSITION MESS-
BEERs: Oh, oh!] But I am bound, in the
interests of the public, to f111 such a posi-
tion as this by a man possessed of the
highest possible qualifications; and, in
my opinion, Mr. Parker's qualifications
for a judgeship are double or treble those
of Mr. Pennefather. The menmber for

INortham would have us believe that this
question must be debated as though the
issue were whether the Government were
or were not justified in dismissing Mr.
Pennefather. Had Mr. Pennefather
obtaned a permanent position on the
Bench, there would have been not the
slightest shadow of justification for his
removal, or for recommending his removal.
We all know that a Judge cannot be

Iremoved from a permanent position on
the Bench without an Address from the
two Houses of Parliament. To say that
because he was Acting Judge he was
entitled to a pernment position -because
that is what it reaally amounts to-is all1
nonsense. I for one will not be bound by
any such 'declaration. Hf a precedent is
wanted for the action of the Govern-
ment, one has only to go back a few
years in the history of this State.
There was here a gentleman, Mr. George
Walpole Leake, who sat on the Bench
several times, not only as Acting Puisne
Judge but as Acting Chief Justice; and
yet when vacancies occurred hie wvas
not permanently appointed. There are
obvious reasons why I should not discuss
that matter any farther, and I would not
have referred to it at all had it not been for
the question of precedent in this case and
the declaration that the Government were
departing from all well-recognised rules
of practice and fair dealing. Lu the case
of Mr. Pennefather there was no binding
promise made by our predecessors which
we were obliged to fulfil. If our pre-
decessors promised in a way which was
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binding, of course we should have been
compelled to follow the promise up. But
the appointment was conditioned :it was
conditioned on the then existing Govern-
ment remaining in power. I ask, why
should the late Government be at liberty
to select one of their own members for a
judgeship, to the exclusion of better
qualified Men; and not only that, but
attempt to force such an appointment on
the subsequent and unwilling Govern-
ment? Mr. Pennefather accepted the
position knowing full well the risks he
ran. It has turned out that circum-
stances have militated against him, and
be has now to retire to the Bar. As I
said in tha letter to Mr. Pennefatlier, if
a junior member of the Bar were, for the
sake of convenience, appointed to an
acting judgeship-let us suppose such a
case-would it not be manifestly absurd
to lay down as a rule that this Acting
Judge, this junior member of the Bar,
should be put into so high a position to
the exclusion of those who are his seniors
and also better qualified men? These
appointments are not made in the
interests of private individuals: they are
made in the interests of the public;
and they, are not political, or at any
rate ought not to be political. So far
as I am concerned, they are not political.
Had this been a political appointment,
it is well known that I might have
appointed myself to the vacancy. But~
I did not do it. I am not looking
for a judgeship. If I did seek one, I dare
sayv I have qualifications which will justify'
the appointment. [OPPOsITIoN Mnr1-
BEns: 'Hear, hear.] One remark made
by the member for Northam I certainly
regret, that the objection to the appoint-
ment of Mr. Pennefatber has sprung
from professional jealousy or from,
religions considerations. I wonder that
the member for Northam advances such
an argument. I cannot say I was alto-
gether surprised at his being cheered by
the member for Toodyav (Mr. Quinlan) ;
lbut I was surprised that there were
several other members who supported the
view, and I suppose really entertained
it. So far as the question of religion is
concerned, we have sitting together on
both sides of the House members enter-
taining different views on religion, and
it will be a sad day for this State, or for
any other State, when questions of religion

are allowed to influence either decisions
on the Bench or appointments thereto.
It is an unhappy and unfortunate circumn-
stance that this matter of religion should
have been referred to. I repudiate the
suggestion with scorn. It is not true.
I should Dot have thought fit to notice
the remark, had it not been so clearly put
and had it not been approved by hon.
members on the other side of the House.

THE COLONIAL TREASURER: Some hon.
members opposite.

THE PREMIER: By some, not all, I
know. If, however, we examine the
names of the members of the Bar who
signed the memorandum objecting to the
appointment of Mr. Pennefatther, on the
ground that it would not meet with the
approval of the Bar, we shall find that
several co-religionists of that gentleman
signed the protest. Farther, amongst
those in the Legislative Council who
opposed the Bill for the appointment of
a fourth Judge, were also adherents of
Mr. Pennefather's religion. Then how can
it he said fairly or in a manly way that
religious considerations entered into our
minds, or into my mind, when this
appointment was made? I am not
going to shirk any responsibility in this
matter. I do not want hon. members to
say, " Oh, it is the appointment of the
Ministry, and the Premier is not to
blame." I take all the responsibility. I
take the whole of the responsibility for
this appointment, if necessary, because
the appointment has my unqualified and

1whole-hearted support aind approval. I
refer to the appointment of Mr. Parker
t4) the Bench. I am going to say this
too, on the question of religion -

MR. W. J. GEORGE: Oh. let it alone!
THE PREMIIER: I shall not let it

alone. It has been brought forward in
Isuch an infamous way that I mean to
justify mylself, if not to the mind of the
mcmril)er for the Murray (Mr. George),
at any rate the mind of the public. I
an going to sa 'y what I should have done
had Mr. Parker not accepted the position.
In that case I should have offered the
appointment to my friend Mr. Moorhead.
So, where does the religous element come
in ?

Mr. GEORGE: Nobody thinks it conies
in at all.

THE PREMIER: I do not believe
the hon. member thinks it; but still it
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should not have been suggested, anti the
suggestion when made should not have
been greeted with approval by hon.
members opposite. I am justified, there-
fore, in the circumstances in replying
with some degree of warmth and. indigna-
tion to so unmanly and base an
insinuation. As to the suggestion that
professional jealousy has swayed either
the Ministry in making this appointment.
or the members of the Bar in protesting
against the proposed appointment of Mr.
Pennefather, before we accept the
suggestion that there was an element of
jealousy we should be sure that there is
sufficient reason for jealousy; and I
maintain that amongst the members of
the Bar -and I do not say it at all to Mr.
Peuefather's disparagement-there are
better men than he. That circumstance
justified me in selecting somebody else.
We have had experience of Mr. Penne-
father at the Bar and in public, and we
have had the ad-vantage of gauging his
professional qualifications in this very
House during recent sessions. I need
only ask hon. members-mind, I have
been attacked on the subject-whether
Mr. Pennefatber showed himself possessed
not only of very high qualifications, but
of qualifications higher than those of other
mna who are well known to everybody.
The member for Northam said it would
have been a grand and glorious oppor-
tunlty for myself to have appointed Mr.
Pennefather to the vacancy, or for Mr.
Par'ker to have refused the appointment.
I made the offer of the appointment to
Mr. Parker with the approval of my
colleagues; and I say I was glad he
accepted. But I hold from Mr. Parker a
private letter, in which he said to me that
if I thought that hy appointing him to
the Bench T was incurring a degree of
personal iniconvenience or running any
political risk, he would withdraw, and I
need not consider him a candidate for the
office. That being so, Mr. Parker has
fulfilled the qualifications which seemed
necessary in the eyes of the member for
Northam;i bitt I took care, as far as in
me lay, to prevent Mr. Parker from
withdrawing from the position, and there-
fore again on that point I take the full
responsibility. I say nothing whatever
about Mr. Pennefather's personal qualifi-
cations as a man. He is possessed of
everything that we may admire in a man

andi a companion. I am not talking
about social acquaintance: I am talking

Iabout a Judge; Ilam talkcing abolut aman
who has to hold the scales of justice and

Ito administer the laws of the country;
and we want those laws administered to
the best possible advantage. It is the
general community, and not this House
or the Legislature, nut Ministers and not
members of the Bar, who are most

Iinterested in the due and proper adminis-
tration of justice; and I know perfectly
well that had I confirmed Mr. Justice
Pennefather's appointment to the Bench,
there would have been a far louder howl
of indignation against we than there im
now because I have selected Mr. Parker.
Political friendship is no qualification-
no qualification at all.

Mia. F. CoNNo .R Relationship.
THE PREMIER: Abi! I like those

characteristic remarks. Why did not the
hon. member say it was religionF

MR. CowNon.: No; I said "1relation-
ship." You way makce what you can out
of that. You are spoiling your office.

THE 'PREMIER : I say, political
friendships are no qualification. We do
not want political Ju4lges on the Bench :
we want lawyers. I would ask hion.
members to consider this proposition:
Would Mr. Pennefather have been ap-
pointed either acting Judge or permanent

1 Judge had he not been Attorney General
Iat the time ? There is no doubt he
would not. It was the circumstance that
he happened at the moment to be

IAttorney General which enabled him, I
Isuppose, to recommend or to appoint
himself; and for his colleagues to approve

Ihim.
MR. W. B. GORDON : Not without

precedent, in very many instances, for anl
Attoune *y General to appoint himself a
J udge.

Tsn PREMIER:- It has been done, I
am aware. Sir Samuel Way, Chief
Justice of South Auastral ia, appointed
himself when he was Attorney General;
but he, of course, wais a, leading member
of the Bar at the time. There was a
howl when he did it, yet be made an
excellent Chief Justice.

A MEaMBER: Griffith, also.
Tjxs PREMIER: I believe Sir Samuel

Griffith (Queensland) did the same thing
when he was Attorney General. Mr.
Justice Kerferd some years ago was
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Attorney General in Victoria, and tip-
pointed himself to the judicial Bench.

A MEMBER: Higinbotbam. too.
THE PREMIER: There were howls

of indignation in most of these cases
against the principle of an Attorney
General appointing himself a Judge.
Whilst recognising that. the gift of the
appointment was in him, it was urged
that it was not right for him to give it to
himself. That was the objection to nearly
all the appointments made under those
circumstances. I do not know that I
can say any more in justification of the
position. I consider I have acted prop-
erly in this matter, and I consider that
the public interests are safeguarded. I
also consider it necessary, as hon, mem-
bers are aware, to bring down a Bill to
authorise the appointment of a fourth
Judge. I am convinced of that because
we desire to have Circuit Courts estab-
listed ; and though it would be possible
to work them by' Commissioners, yet those
Commissioners would be taken from the
ranks of the Bar, and after performing
judicial functions would have to go back
to the Bar. I do not think the public
would have as much confidence in practis-
ing barristers as they would have in a
man who is permanently appointed a
Judge, and is independent of everybody.-
Consequently, those are my reasons for
proposing to Parliament that we should
have power to appoint a fourth Judge.
But when I am attacked like this, hon.
members must not think that because I
am in a "tight place," I am going to
make a despicable bargain in order to get
out of it.

How. W. 1-. JAMES: Bear, hear.
THE PREMIER: And I am not going

to have it said that I have avoided the
responsibility of what I have done, or the
responsibility of my position, by declar-
ing that if this Bill passes I will appoint
this man or that man to the fourth
judgeship. I will not make any state-
ment on that point; so that the supporters
of Mr. Justice Pennefather must not
think they have got a promise from me,
express or implied, that in the event of
the Bill being passed, he will be put on
the Bench. I will appoint, if I have the
appointing- [Ma. DOHERTY: That is
it]-the man who I think is best quali-
fied; not because he happens to be a
relative by marriage or a personal friend,

or W plitical supporter or a political
OPponet. And I say this, that the best
man for the appointment as fourth Judge
would be Mr. Burt.

A MEMBER: He would not accept it.
THE PREMIER: But I have reason

to believe that Mr. Burt would not take
it. I suppose hon. members deo not
know that he, too, happens to be my
brother-in-law; a subject of that unfor-
tunate disqualification. I will mnake this
promise to hon. members, that under the
circumstances I will not take it my self.
T have no intention of taking it, or of
seeking it for myself. Those are the facts
surrounding this appointment; and I
sakthehon. member (Mr. Throssell), in
his reply, to qualify his remarks with
regard to the " dismissal " of Mr. Justice
Pennefather. I now protest against such
a word being put into my mouth. I
protest against such an accusation being
made against me, that I have dismnissed
any mian holding iuch a position, from that
position. It is not fair to the Acting
Judge himself to make use of that
language, and I appeal to the hon. mem-
ber's sense of fair-play not to put the
motion forward in that underhand form.
I shall not oppose the motion. I have
the papers here, and I intend to lay them
on the table. If the hon. member or his
friends will not withdraw the expression,
their's must he the blame, not mine. I
have protested. I have also the letters
relating to Mr. Parker's appointment;
and they are only letters written in a
quasi-official way offering the appoint-
ment, offering the appointment on my
part and an acceptance by Mr. Parker.
Mr. Parker pointed out to me that he
has recently been under the doctor's care,
and that probably it would be necessary
for him to obtain short leave of absence
at the beginning of next year, to undergo
an operation. I can tell bon. members
it is not at all likely that I should refuse
such an application.

MR. W. J. GEORGE: How would the
business go on?

THE PREMIER: In that case, he
would be away during vacation. I men-
tion that because there was a question

pu by the member for the Murray (Mr.
George) on that point. Mr. Parker in

one of his letters ureed that the Judge's
salary was rather low. I made no
promise on that head, and I make no
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promise now. Moreover, he suggested in
one of his letters that I should lay down
as a hard-and-fast rule that the Chief
Justice should be the senior Judge. I
am not in a position to bind my succes-
sors; consequently I cannot make that
promaise. But so far as I am personally
concerned, I express approval of that

pnucile. I beleve the Chief Justice
should be the Judge who happens to have
been lougest on the Bench; and as long as
it is in my power to advance by steps and
promote Judges, I shall willingly do it.
If it were possible for me to lay down a
hard-and-fast rule, I would do so; and
if hon. members think it necessary, the
matter can be introduced into the Bill
for authorising the appointment of a
fourth Judge. I will lay these papers on,
the table; and if hon. members want
to see any other papers, or will remind
me there is something missing from the
file, then if I have it I will produce it.
I desire to keep nothing back. I trust
I 'have made a clear statement which bon.
members can have no doubt about. I
accept the fullest personal responsibility
for what has been done; and if hon.
members like to amend this motion and
say that the Government deserve censure
for what they have done, I anm ready for
the debate, and I am ready for the
division.

Mn. JACOBY : Don't always be saying
that.

Mn. P. CONOR: NO; it Will Come
soon enough.

THE PREMIER: It may be urged
that because a member of the House, an
independent member, put on the Notice
Paper a motion to the effect that the
Government should hold their band by
not confirming the appointment of a,
Judge until the House had expressed its
opinion on the matter-it may be urged
that the Government have been some-
what precipitate in appointing Mr.
Parker. With regard to that, I sccept
the responsibility; and I am going to
tell hon. members that I do not recognise
the fight of any individual in this House
to place obstaicles in the way of the
Administration in doing what they con-
ceive to be their duty. I mention that,
because I do not want members to think
I am afraid of being attacked on that
point; and, consequently, if I have done
wrong the House must say so; bout let

1 the Rouse say so emphatically. I do not
want any unnecessary delay in coming to
a conclusion on this matter. For good-
ness sake, let us have it cleared up. It is

unlaan enugh, and it is not nice to
have to sak to plainly. I a o
been myiteton to cause pain, I tell
you honestly and firmly ; but I have
been attacked, remarks have been made,
and all sorts of things have been said
that are not just. Now that I have
made this full and ample explanation, I
leave the matter entirely in the hands of
hon. members.

At 6,32 o'clocuk, the SPEAKER left the
Chair.

e/ it 7-30, Chair resumed.

MR. W. F. SAYER (Claremont) : I
desire to add a word or two to this
debate, a word or two from my heart, of
what I know in this matter. I should
not have risen to ake part in the debate,
but the Premiere said that Mr. Pen ue-
father had appdtnted. himself to this
position. On that I can assure the
Premier he is entirely wrong. This is
not a question of the relative merits of
Mr. Parker or Mir. Pennefather. We
have to consider the question as to
whether the removal of Mr. Justi4c
Pennefather is just; that is the only
question to which I can address myself
to-night. We are not to consider the
relative merits of the two gentlemen. The
only question is whether an act of inj us-
tice has been done. In the letter which
the Premier has read to-night and whicl4
he wrote to Mr. Pennefather, it is stated
that it would be establishing a dangerous
precedent to recognise the right of an
acting Judge, taken perhaps from the
ranks of the junior Bar, to demand the
appointment should a vacancy occur
during the time he was acting. I agree
toithat, if it be the appointment of a
Commissioner, or if the appointment be
of a temporary character. In regard to
an appointment made on account of the
illness of a Judge, the practice in Eng-
land has been to appoint a. Commissioner.

Tif PREMIER:- No.
MR. SAYER: It was no4 a junior

member of the Bar who was sele6 ted to fill
a vacancy causedby the illness of the Chief
Justice, in this instance, but the Attor-
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ney General of the day, who had filled
that office honourably for three and a half
years'; jnd when we find the Attorney
Generalf accepting an acting appoint-
ment, there must be something behind
it to cause the acceptance of that appoint-
ment. I know what was behind it: I
happen to have been in this matter
from its inception, and I know Sir
Alexander OtislIow tendered his re igna-
tion as Chief Justice at a time wheithere
was no idea of appointing Mr. .Tstice
Pennefather. The tendered resignation
of Sir Alexander Onslow would have been
accepted-I believe the very paper was
actually prepared; but the Premier (Sir
John Forrest) consulted me on the sub-
ject, and it was my duty to -advise him that
should th4 resigniation of Sir Alexander
Quslow be accepted, it would be at the
forfeiture of his pension. It was my
duty to advise that, and I did so. I
advised the Premier that, in the terms of
the Judges Pension Act, the retiring
Judge being under the age of 60 years,I
no pension could be claimed or granted
unless there was evidence by a medical
certificate that the Judge suffered from
an incapacity or a permanent infirmity of
body or mind. There was no medical
certificate at all, then, to warrant the
retirement. There was a medical certifi-
cate from Dr. Sawithat the Chief Justice
was in need of rest, and that he should
have leave of absence; and I advised the
Premier that, should the Chief Justice
resign or be allowed to resign on such
a certificate, the pension would be in

jqpardy of being forfeited. Then I made
-im business to interview Dr. Saw and
dfaw his attention to the provisions of
the Judges Pension Act, and to ask him
whether he could see his way to give a
certificate that the Chief Justice was
suffering from a permanent incapacity of
body or mind; and Dr. Saw, at mA
instance, granted the certificate-the
second certificate the Premier has rena.
I took that certificate to the Premier (Sir
John Forrest); and I mention this now
to show that no element, as suggested by
the Premier, ever entered into the case of
Sir Alexander Onslow taking leave of
absence with I the view of subsequently
resining so ththe ight claim the ful
salary for the full period. Such an idea
never entered the mind of Sir Alexander
Onslow, and the full salary fir the first

three. months was purely an accident.
The one desire of the Chief Justice was
t~resign. I took this second certificate
to Sir John Forrest, in view of the
Executive minute being carried through.
Sir John Forrest was not satisfied that
the conditions existed to warrant the
resignation. On that ground alone was
the resignation not then acepted., I
pointed out the section of the, Judges
Pension Act to Sir John Forrest, who said:
" I care not for the certificate: I cannot
act on it." To prove that, I wish to
mention a circumstance, not from any
humorous point of view, although at the
time it was humorous, but in confirma-
tion of the stand Si John Forrest took
at the time. Sir Jobn Forrest said: "I
cannot act on the certificate. I was at
Government House last night "-at that
time the Chief Justice was Administrator
-"and Sir Alexander Onslow sang the

song, ' My Pretty Jane, my Pretty Jane,
ab never look so shy!' and hjsang it
with such vigour and so skilfully that it
is impossibl e for me to say that Sir
Alexander Onslow is so physically or
mentally incapable." I mention that to
show what was in Sir John Forrest's
mind at the time. Sir John Forrest
refused to accept the resignationibecause
he was not satisfied that the conditions
existed; and on that ground alone Sir
John Forrest acted. We are asked now
to accept this resignation on the very
evidence which was before Sir John
Forrest last February, and which the
Premier and the Cabinet last February
were not satisfied wasl sufficient for them
-that the case of Si? Alexander Onslow
came within the section of the Act. For
anything I know to the contrary, Sir
Alexander Onslow may have recovered
from his illness. For anything which we
know to the contrary, the first certificate
which was given (that Sir Alexander
Onslow was in need of rest) may have
been a truer one, and this"1 permanent
infirmity " that Dr. Saw believed Sir
Alexander Onslow suffered from may
have been found to have been unfounded.

THE PREMIER: Do you impugn Dr.
Saw's honour ?

MR. SAYER: Not for an instant.
Dr. Saw believedL in February last that
Sir Alexander 05.slow did suffer from
permanent incapacity. He believed that
leave of absence, that rest, might per.
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haps restore him. I dare say Dr, Saw, if
he were consulted to-day, would say; " If
you wish to accept the resignatiqn of Sir
Alexander Onslow, and if yojq wish to
observe the provisions of the Pension
Act, it is your duty to get a certificate
from. a medical man now."

THE PREMIER: ,Permanent infirmity."
MR. SAYER: -"1Permanent " is simply

hypothetical. At any rate, when this
letter from Sir Alexander Onslow, dated
May I think, reached Mr. Throssell, r
waf Attorney General ; and Mr. Throssell
acc rdingly showed the letter to me. We
came to the conclusion that inasmuch as
the certificate had failed to satisfy the
preceding Ministry, it would be impossible
for us to accept that resignation without
farther evidence of the then present
condition of health of Si1 Alexander
Onslow. I

THE PRRMrER:. Why did -not you say
so in the papers ?

MR. SAYER: And we came to the
conclusion that as Sir Alexander Onslow
had been given leave of absence for a
year, the proper time to consider whether
or not he wa pvrianently incapacitated
in body or mnnffould be at the expira-
tion of the periol of leave of absence.

Several OPPOSITION MEMBEIRS: Hear,
hear.

MR. DOHERTY: That did not suit them,
you know.

Mn. SAYER: We had come to the
conclusion that we should not take any
step to confirm the appointment of Mr.
Acting Justice Pennefather tuntil the
twe*lve months' leave of absence to the
Chief Justice had expired; aud we co-n-
tin ued to hold this Opinion.

Several OPPOSITION MEMBERS:- Hear,
hear.

Mn. SAYER:. When Sir John Forrest
came to the conclusion that the resigna-
tion could not be accepted and that leave
of absence alone shouldjbe granted, there
was no question of appoffhting a permanent
fourth Judge, because the Government
of Sir John Forrest had no constitutional
power to do so. There was no power to
appoint, a6 fourth Judge, or, rather, there
was no power to a point a Judge at all
while Sir AlesandeAjOnslow was on leave
of absence; because by our law as it
stands at present, three Judges are the
maximum. It was, therefore, a question
of appointing a, Judge provisionally, or

taking some step towards or in view of
a permanent appointment. All this
while I know Mr. Pennefather, althoughl
he might have thought that the appoint-
ment would be offered to him as Attorey
General, had no promise, or suspicion
of a promise, that he would have the
appointment. All this while he was in
complete uncertainty on that point. He
had a certain diffidence in approaching
the Cabinet onthe matter, and rightly
so, in consequehce of the action of the
Bar over the round-robin business, which
reflects no credit on the Bar.

Several OPPOSITIONV MEMBERS: Hear,
hear.

Ma. SAYER: I Say the business
reflects credit rather on the five, or six, or
seven members of the Baj who absolutely
and positively refused to sign the round-
robin; and I venture to say that the

Opinion of those few members, leaders of
the Bar, is worth the opinions of all the
other fifty-three put together. [Orr-
TION MEMB3ERS: Hear, hear.] I do not
wish to mention names; I would prefer)
not to mention names; but I cannot
refrain from saying that the round-Trobin
waS not signed by Mr. Burt, was not
signed by Mr. Harney, was not signed by
Mr. Moorhead, and was not signed by
Mr. Ewing. It was not signed by myself,
although I was asked tjsign it.

THE PREMIER: You were a Govern-
ment official then.

Ms. SAI.ER: Precisely, I was a Gov-
ernment official. But had I been a
memnber of the Bar, had I then been strug-
gling at the Bar, 1 should have disdained
to sign the paper.

Ma. G.RORGE: It wa pretty lo4 tactics
anyhow: almost worthy of " tradJ."

MR. SAYER: That round-robin had
been brought to the knowledge of Mr.
Acting Justice Pennefather indirectly,
through the motion in the Upper House
for its production. Mr. Pennefatber has
never seen that round-robin, It was
kept secret, I know, by Sir Jobi4 Forrest,
and was never brought to the notice of
Mr. Pennefatther.

THE PREMIER: Gracious!I
Mn. SAYER: Sir John Forrest took,

in my opinion, a very proper view of the
matter.

MRt. F. Couuon: He had a sense of
justice.
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MR. SAYER: MW r. Pennefatjber would
never have known, I believe, othe exist-
ence of that round-robin but for The motion
in the Council for its production. A
motion was made that the paper be laid
on the table of the Council. That motion
was lost. Three members of the Ear, to
their honou, volted against it. When, it
was found thiat the resignation of the
Chief Justie could not legally be accepted,
though it might on the strict letter of the
medical certificate have been accepted,
when the Cabinet, or rather Sir John
Forrest judging of his own knowledge,
concluded that the resignatiop could not
honestly be accepted, then thelsucceeding
Premier, Mr. Throssell, apprbached Mr.
Pennefatber as to whether he would
accept a, contingent appointment. When
the question as to who should be ap-
pointed to the acting judgeship was to
be considered by the Cabinet, Mr. Penne-
father, as AttorneA General, abstained
fro0f taking pay paf in the discussion.

a not present at the meeting of the
Ca at which decided the matter; he
left the Cabinet to consider it in the
absence of the Attorney General. In this
he acted rightly, and quite contrary to
the suggestion that he appointed himself.
He was not prespnt when the appoint-
meat was madT.JMr. Throssell wrote
Mr. Fennefather as follows -

I have pleasure in informing you that owing
to the absence oni leave of the Chief Justice
and the appointment of Mr. Justice Stone to
be Acting Chief Justice, the Government have
unanimously decided to offe o the appoint-
maent. of Acting Puiens. JUdL;rn the time
Mr. Justice Stone sets as Clui Justice.

Mr. Justice Stone is acting as Chief
Justice at this moment.

THE PREtuMI: No; he was sworn in
to-day.

Mnt. SAYER: Very well; he was
sworn in to-day. The intention of this
was that only ' the contingency of the
vacancy cauaefby the promotion of Mr.
Justice Stone teasing to exist, and only
in that contingency, would Mr. Fenne-
father be required to go back to the Bar.
if the result of the leave of absence
granted to the Chief Justice was, a wre
all hoped then it would be, to resto him
to health, so that he might return at the
end of twelve months and resume his
duties as Chief Justice, then Mr. justice
Stone would have gone bacwk to his

position of Puisne Judge, and Mr. Penne-
father would have gone back to his
position at the Bar, each withoutjdis-
credit; indeed, both with honour to tlem-
selves, But the contingency I have
mentioned was the only contingency-the
return of the Chief Justice. The Gov-
ernment of the day said, "1We caunot
accept this resignation now, because we
are not satisfied of Sir Alexander
Onslow's permanent infirmity. If we
should be satisfied in the future of his
permanent infirmity, then the appoint-
ment of Mr. Justice Stone as Chief
Justice shall be confirmed, and Mr.
Justice Pennefather's appointment as
acting Judge shall be confirmed." The
Government of the day could not, it
would have been impossible for the Gov-
ernment of the day to, confirm either Mr.
Justice Stone or Mr. Justice Pennefather
in their appointments. [OPPOSITION
Mxnsmns: Hear, hear.J But we were
legally and morally bound to confirm the
appointment unless the contingency
should happen; and the present Govern-
ment, who have no more thought of
failing in honour than we had, are as far
from refusing to confirm the appoint-
ment of Mr. Justice Stone as they are
from any other dishonourable action;
and the same argument which compels
and obliges the present Government to
confirm the appointment of %Mr. Justice
Stone equallyv applies to the confirmation
of the appointment of Mr. Justice
Pennefather.

Tim PREmiER: Then you set on one
side the question of qualification?

Mx., SAYER: Qualification ? I say
that an ini ho has been the Attorney
Genera of the State is qualified to be a
Judge. In England there is no ques-
tion of an Attorney-General appointing
himself.

THE Paixa:zp Questioni?
Mn. SAYER: In England the Attor-

ney flenerml is not a member of the
Cabinet. Whoever heard of an Attorney
General in England appointing him-
self? No one ever heard of it. It is
against the law. In England it is the
Cabinet that appoints the Judge:- here it
is the Premier. It never entered the
mind of Mr. Justice Pennefather that it
was his province to appoint the Judge-
never for one moment. He never entered
into the question of the appointment at
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all: his appointment came spontaneously
from Mr. Throssell and the Cabinet. I
ay therefore that this appointment of
Mr. Pennefatber was a contingentappoint-
meat, and not an acting appointment in
the sense of the appointment of a Com-
missioner to the Bench. The one and
only contingency that could fail to make
Mr. Penniefather's a permanent appoint-
ment was the return of Sir Alexander
Onslow. Is it conceivable that Mr.
Pennefather would give up his position
of Attorney -General, leave his practice
and covenant not to practise again in the
State, if he had thought he was taking a
merely temporary appointment, subject
to dismissal? He knew that if the Chief
Justice returned he would have to give
way; but in so retiring he could retire
hionourably: he could ret urn to the Bar,
not discredited, but with honour as a
man who had filled the office temporarily
and contingently. We should all have
rejoiced to see the Chief Justice return,
and not the least to rejoice would have
been Mr. Peanefather himself.

Tnna PnEnrsnF: You knew the Chief
Justice was not coming back.

Mn. SAYER: We knew the Chief
Justice felt he would not come back;
hut Dr. Saw himself has said that the
Chief Justice needed rest and might come
back after it. For all T know to the
contrary, the Chief Justice may have
recovered since he went away. Perhaps
the letter should have been expressed
differently, but it proceeds in th is way-

Should the Chief Justiceship become vacant
during the time the present Government is in
office, it is proposed to offer the permanent
appointment to Mr. Justice Stone, and in that
case the Government would be glad to offer
you the permanent appointment as second
Puisne Judge, or the position of fourth Judge
if created by Parliament. More than this
you will at once see the Government is not in
a position to promise. I desire to add that it
gives me personal pleasure to make this own-
municatiori to you.
True, that is. It is true because, when
written, it was never contemplated that
any succeeding Ministry would take
advantage of it. I regret that those
words were written, because the writer,
Mr. Throssell, being an honourable man,
felt that although by law he could not
bind the succeeding Ministry, yet in
morality they wore hound as strictly by
the letter as'Mr. Throssell himself.

OPPOSITION kmrasisE: Hear, hear.
THE PRzEIE Less noise, please!1
MR. SAYER: In this letter from the

Premier to Mr. Pennefather there is the
following Statement:

I must asoe rewind you that you acepted
the position in the face of an emphatic pro-
test by the members of the Ear.
Suppose the members of the Bar did
emphatically protest, that protest was
two years old, This round-robin, if I
remember rightly, was nearly two years
old. Suppose the members of the Bar
did protest against the appointment, do
you believe that the members of the Bar
as a, body would countenance and affirmi
and approve the removal of Mr. Penne-
father after his appointment? It is one
thing to protest against an appointmient:-
it is quite another thing to countenance
and to approve a removal after the
appointment has been made. I should
like to take the opinion of the members
of the Bar as to whether they approve of
this present action of the G3overnment. I
do not think the Ministry would have
much of a majority. I think too highly
of the members of the Bar to believe tat.
The Premier, in his letter to Mr. Penne-
father disclaimning that the action taken
by the Government was tantamount to
the removal of -Mr. Pennefather from the
Bench, has stated that this action was in
no way a reflection upon M r. Fennefather
as Acting Judge, but was merely the
exercise of the ri~ht by the Government
to appoint to a high judicial position the
one they thought best qualified. That
is their right; but no succeeding Gov-
ernment can refuse to confirm the
appointment of a Judge made by their
predecessors ; and although there are
many instances of appointments to the
Bench made by Governments which are
deemed to be political appointments-I
do not say this is one--yet no succeeding
Government would Say, " We might have
made a better appointment, and we will
not confirm the appointment." No Gov-
ernment did remove an Acting Judge for
that reason. I do not wish to say any
more. Letters have been read in which
Mr. Pennefather has put his position
forward, and I van not improve on what
he has stated, though to my personal
knowledge he has said absolutely and
literally the truth. I know that no
possible contingency entered the minds
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of those who appointed him, or of the
gentleman who was appointed, other
than the possible return of the Chief
Justice; a contingency which would have
enabled Mr. Pennefather to return to the
Bar, not discredited but with honour.
No one would expect that Mr. Penne-
father would give up his appointment as
Attorney General to accept a position as
Acting Judge, unless that had been the
understanding ; and in justice to Mr.
Pennefather, the vacancy having occurred
by the confirmation of Mr. Stone in the
position of Chief Justice and by the
resignation of Sir Alex. Ouslow as Chief
Justice-assuming it to be legal, which is
very doubtful-in common justice and in
common honesty Mr. Justice Pennefather
should have been confirmed in his appoint-
ment.

MR. F. CONNOR (East Kimnberley):
In supporting the motion, I want to pro-
test against the savage interjection made
by the Premier when I came in to the
House. I had been in only about SO
seconds, and not knowing the trend of
the debate, except that I knew Mr.
Justice Pennefather's name bad been
connected with it, I interjected a remark,
in reply to which the Premier introduced
that which should have been kept clear
from this House-he introduced religion
into a poltical question. Having come
into the House, and not knowing what
the Premier or Mr. Throssell had said,
the Premier attacked me savagely on a
religious question. It only goes to show
to a great extent why this debate has
occurred at all. Seeing that the remark
was made to me at a time when I did not
know what had been said on the question,
I would ask the Premier that, in future
wheu lie gets this political mainia, this
politi c savageness into him, he should
remember that when he first entered this
House he had made certain pledges, and
that the first thing he dlid after entering
it was to break those pledges -pledges in
connection with the very question of
religion which the Premier has intro-
duced into this debate, and which I do
not want to enter into, as it should not
be introduced into politics.

THE PREMiER: I did not introduce it.
It. was the member for Northam; and I
only replied to him.

MR. CONNOR: I was not here when
the debate began, and consequently I

am not aware of any previous reasons
the Premier may have had for replying to
me as he did; but it is, unfortunately,
his madness, his political disability, that
he cannot keep out of politics the question
of religion.

TaiR Pnnmrnn: Hear, hear. A very
good speech indeed !

MR. W. J. GEORGE (Murray): I
have listened with great attention to the
remarks of the Premier, and, with hint I
regret that the mover in this matter made
an unfortunate reference to the religious
aspect of the question. I hold that so
far as politics and business are concerned,
it matters little as to what a man's
religion is, provided he is a "white man."
I have seen in various parts% of the world
so much amnmosity raised over questions
of this sort, that as far as I can I refuse
to take part in any controversy in which
religious matters are concerned. The
last speaker made a very innocent inter-
jection, which should not have been taken
up in the manner it was by the Premier,
because there was no intention to in-
terrupt the Premier, the interjection
being a simple one. After the remarks
of the Premier on the religious question,
I was surprised hie did niot let it. rest,
without turning almost fiercely on my
friend the member for East Kinmberley
(Mr. F. Connor). However, we do not
want to discuss religion in considering
this question. We ought to look at it
really from a business point, and confine
ourselves to that. We all know there is
no religion in business, except to do the
best for one's self, and next the best for
one's neighbour. The motion is that
certain papers be laid on the table, and
the Premier has promised to lay them on
the table. That almost ends the matter,
so far as speechies are concerned ; but as
the trend of the speeches by the mover
and by the Premier has been really a
question as to whether the retirement of
Mr. Justice Pennefather from the Bench
is justifiable or not. I think it is well the
thing should be threshed out. So far as
I can judge from the papers read by the
Premier and those quoted by the member
for Claremont (Mr. Sayer), there seems
to be no doubt that unider certain con-
tingencies Mr. Pennefather was to be
confirmed in his position as Puisne
Judge. There seems to be no manner of
doubt whatever on that point, unltss it
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be that some members of the legal pro-
fession may be able to turn it in such a
way as to show a meaning different from
that which the ordinary man would
put on it. Putting the ordinary con-
struction on these letters, it appears to me
there should be no doubt that Mr. Penne-
father was given that appointment, and
was practically assured that the appoint-
ment would be confirmed and be for life.
If it had been otherwise, he would not
have made arrangements to give up his
practice at the Bar in this State.

LABOUR MEMBR: That is his own
lookout.

MR. GEORGE: Of course it is his
own lookout; but I amn pointing out what
must have been in the mind of Mr. Penne-
father, and that if it is his lookout it is
also the lookout of this House to see that
the obligations entered into by one
Government shall be honourably carried
out by the succeeding Government; not
merely the verbal conditions, but the
implied conditions such as would be
inferred from that correspondence by
men of honour. If the present Govern-
ment were turned out and another came
into office, it should be the duty of the
incoming Government to carry out the
pledges made by their predecessors, pro-
vided they could he carried out with
hionour. The Premier has not raised the
question as to the qualifications of Mr.
Pennefather for the position of Judge;
lie has not raised any question as to the
conduct of Mr. Pennefather while on the
Bench, as to whether in the capacity as
acting Judge Mr. Pennefather has ben
partial or impartial, as to whether he has
been just or unjust, as to whether his
law has been sound or unsound. The
Premier has raised no question of that
sort, and I am not willing to believe that
if such questions could be raised, the
present Governiment are holding back
from raising them byv any high con-
sideration of possibly 'causing injustice
to a man who is compelled to start life
again, not in Western Australia but out
of it. The effect practically is to drive
this gentleman from Western Australia;
because going on what he and others con-
sidered, and what I believe the majority
of the people in the country will con-
sider, to have been a, promise that was
given to him, a promise which none of
us would not have taken in the cir-

cumstances to be a promise that the
position should be permanent; in con-
sequence of that promise he wade
arrangements to dispose of his practice,
thus debarring him now from resuming
practice in this country. It has been.
said that this is Mr. Pennefather's look-
out; but I say it is also our lookout, for
it is not good for Western A ustralia, to
have its credit aspersed by the fact of
obligations entered into by one Govern-
ment being disregarded or not honourably
fulfilled by the succeeding Government.
There is also a question as to the contin-
gency that arose concerning the possible
return of Sir Alexander Onslow to resume
his duties as Chief Justice; and I do not
want the Premier to think Ilam impugning
the honour of Dr. Saw or Sir Alexander
Onslow, for I have no warrant to do so,
and do not intend it.

THE PREMIER: Ali!
MR. GEORGE: If the Premier would

only have patience to hear what I am
going to say--

THE PREmiER: I know the wan.
MR. W. J. GEORGE: I am glad Ilam

not the Premier's man. I always like
my waster to be a "man," and I have
had a little experience of Premiers. The
-Judges Pension Act was passed in 1896,
and there are members on the Ministerial
bench who were then opposed to it as
strongly as I was; and fo~r the same
reason that I was then and am now
opposed to it, I asked a certain question
in this House, this afternoon, to which I
received a none too courteous answer.
The Judges Pension Act lays down dis-
tinctively that before it can come into
operation, there must be satisfactory
evidence of permanent inability to con-
tinue the duties. Is there satisfactory
evidence in reference to Sir Alexander
Onslow, that the inability under which
he was suffering somec time ago is a
permanment inability which prevents him
from continuing the duties of Chief
Justice? The Premier has produced a
certificate dated in March last, that is
some months ago; while we know that
Sir Alexander Onslow, acting on the
advice that he required rest, hasi since
taken that rest and has made a voyage to
England. Are we not entitled to see,
before we saddle the country with a
pension in his case, whether he has
benefited sufficiently by the rest and
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change he has obtained to enable him
to return to his duties in this State ?
So far as the round-robin signed by the
legal gentlemen is concerned, we all know
it is not a very difficult matter to get up
,a round-robin on almost anything. I
know, however, from what has been com-
municated to me--and I believe it to be
absolutely accurate-that one gentleman
most instrumental in getting up that
round-robin had been disappointed by
Mr. Pennefather's not sufficiently appre-
ciating certain literari- efforts of his.

THE PAMIERa: Who was he?,
Ma. GEORGE: That is all right. You

know him.
THE PanuiEa: I do not.
MR. GEORGE:- Yes; you do, perfectly

well: you know all about it. I said at
the time Mr. Pennefather was appointed,
that if there had beeu a round-robin from
every member of the Bar in the State and
I had the power th) appoint Mr. Penne-
father, that self same round-robin would
have shown me that Mr. Pennefather
would have given justice to all.

HON. W. H. JAMES: You are generally
wrong.

Mn. GEORGE: I know I am when
addressing my arguments to the mem-
ber for East Perth (Hona. W_ H.
James). Nature, in providing the hon.
member with brains, left a little vacuum.
which should contain, but does not,
common sense. The reason I would
appoint such a man is this. If you
find a man who is popular amongst
those with whom he has to work, the
interests of the employer would not be so
well looked after; the interests of the
emnployer are better looked alter if a. man
is not too popular; and I say, if the
whole Bar were against a Judge, it would
throw the onus on that Judge of being
particularly careful that his judgments
should be sound a-nd fair, that be might
appeal to the greater judgment of us all,
the pe~ople oUthe State. I refuseto accept,
the judgment of the Bar of this State in
that matter. How can I accept itP
What do they Jive on? They are like
vultures : they live on strife-they help to
make laws to stir up Strife: that is part of
the game. A s far as I can understand the
matter, you never find the finger of scorn
pointed to the miembers of the legal pro-
fession when bringing in Bills ; but let a
poor, humble, ordinary tradesmnan refer

to his trade or to the Black Swan
Foundry, you will find the members of
the legal profession on top of him at
once. I want to point out tle injustice.
We never hear anything said when a
lawyer brings in a Bill to make litigation
for himself. I do not say all lawyers are
like that:- fortunately there are some
honourable men amongst them, or else I
should say, "1God help Western Aus-
tralia!1"

HoN. W. H. J'AmEs: There is a mem-
ber of the legal profession on your side.
He bears his character on his face.

MR. GEORGE: So doues the hon.
member yonder. However, this mnatter
may be settled. We have the assurance
of the Premier that he has no complaint
whatever to make against Mr. Penne-
father; that he is satisfied with Mr.
Peunefather as a Judge, bat he really
believes another man would be a better
Judge.

THE PREMIER: I did not say that.
MR, GEORGE: That is what I under-

stood.
HoN. W. H, JAMES: You are generally

wrong.
Mn. GEORGE:- Ami 1 to take it that

the Premier disputes the qualifications of
Mr. Pennefather to be a JudgeP

Hon. W. H. JAMEs: Take what the
Premier said.

MS. GEORGE: I am addressing the
Premier; but the member for East
Perth, with his usual truthfulness, is so
afraid that he has to back his leader up
when it is not wanted. Am I to under-
stand that the qualiflcationi of Mr.
Peanefather as a Judge are disputed by
the Premier ?

MIR. J. GARDINER: You do not wat
to qualify for the Bar?

MRt. GEORGE: No. There are some
"bars " which the hon. member qualified

for years ago, but a merciful justice has
kept him away from them. If the
ability and qualifications of Mr. Pemie-
father are attacked, then I can understand
it; then we can perhaps see where the
professional jealousy comes in, and
where the professional politician comes inu.
If it comes to that, we know perfectly
well that this man has given up the

Icompetition he had with the lawyers, on
the understanding that he was to be
m ade a Judge, and now the Government
have deliberately thrust Mr. Pennefather
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on the world. That only accords with
the traditions that, I believe, are held by
that honourable profession. One hon.
gentleman who used to sit behind the
Government used to tell many stories of
how he had been fleeced by members of
that honourable profession. I know per-
fectly well that it is only probably a small
ratio of the profession who are like that,
but they are there. It is left to members
to hear first from the Premier that he
had not dismissed Mr. Pennefather; he
could not, but he had taken the oppor-
tunity of, I will not say a alight flaw, but
a slight opening in a letter, to dispense
with his appointment, irrespective of what
was conveyed in the body of the letter.
And the Government have appointed
another gentleman who, we are told, will
have to take a vacation shortly to undergo
an operation. I do not think'it requires
much more to be said by anybody on this
appointment. The Governmnent are satis-
fied over the matter, but there are some
men in the world who are tbankful for
small mercies. I hope it will never be
laid to the charge of any party I am con-
nected with of ruthlessly and wilfully
attempting to destroy the honour and
livelihood of a man 'whom they did not
understand.

HoN~. W. H. JAMES (Minister):
During the last isession of Parliament
this question never came before the House,
because those who had an opinion on the
matter thought it was undesirable that the
question of a Judge's qualifications should
be discussed in Parliament. At that time
I expressed my strong opiinta h
discussion which had taenplc in
another House was very undesirable. The
attitude I have taken up in this matter
has always been open. My name stands
to the round-robin; I signed it, and I
have never been ashamed of it. I look
upon it as my duty, as a member of the
profession, if I think an appointment is
about to he made which is undesirable
and not in the interests of society, in
an open and honest way to sign my name
to a protest. I do not use my influence
as a member to secure an appointment or
to defeat an appointment, whether I think
the aplpointmnent good or bad. I was not
liere when the member for Claremont (Mr.
W. F. Sayer) spoke on this matter, but I
believe in his rustic and rural manner he
referred to the standing of the men who

signed that round-robin. Members of
the House know me, and they know that
had I so desired I could have been
Attorney General before Mr. Pennepfather.
It was not because I had not the chance
of being Attorney General that I am not
.Attorney General to-day, or that I have
not had the chance more than once.

ME. W. P. SAYER: I spoke more of
the characters of those who did not sign
the round-robin.

HON. W. H. JAMES: I speak of those
who did. I am satisfied to stand on my
legal reputation amongst my brethren
and my clients. If I want to go beyond
that, I can point to the testimony of those
who were my political opponents and who
offered me a position of trust. Bad T
taken it, it would have been a gratifying
tribute to me at that time; but I did not
accept it-I did not think, at that time
that I had sufficient time to devote to the
duties. I signed the petition, and no one
in the House can accuse me of political
jealousy; no man can honestly say that I
want to be put on the Bench, or that I1
was actuated by a self-seeking motive in
my action in the House or by my public
action. My one desire, above all things,
is to see that we get the best, possible men
placed on the Supreme Court Bench.
Those of us who are practising day by
day before Judges realise how important
it is that we should get the best possible
men available to fill the positions. We
want, as far as we possibly can, to see the
Bench free from political influence. I
have protested, and I shall never cease to
protest, against the absurd rule which
allows the Attorney General, directly or
indirectly, to place himself on the Bench of
the State: it is entirely wrong and demoral-
ising. I shall insist that the best men
available should be placed on the Bench.
We have no right to allow ourselves,
when called upon to exercise the most
important functions that we can exercise,
to place on the Bench a man in whose
hands, rest the lives and liberties and
property of every individual in the State,
to be influenced by any other desire than
to get the best man, who will serve the
best interests of the State and discharge
his duties as a lawyer. That has been
the motive, and I want to say, and 1 can-
not repeat it too often, that I think for
the position we should get the best man,
and no one outside the House or inside
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the House will say th-at Mr. Parker is not
more qualified to take the position than
Mr. Pennefather; that be is not the
most qualified man except one. If we
have to weigh the (qualifications of the
two men whose names are mentioned, no
one can honestly discharge his trust to
the State if he says that Mr. Parker is
not more suitable for a position on the
Bench than Air. Pennefather. I will say
nothing about the circumstances which
arose about the appointment of Mr.
Pennefather as a Judge; I will say
nothing about what I feel in the matter:
my opinion was well known at the time.
I deprecated then the introduction of a,
discussion like this into Parliament: it
is most undesirable, and I deprecate it
now. I will say no more than that it is
an absolute scandal that the question of
the appointment of a Judge should be
used for part 'y or political purposes, that
men should come into the House realising
that the best man has been put on the
Bench, but thinking that political pur-
poses would be served by bringing the
appointment forward in a scandalous
and domoralising manner.

MR. W. J. GEORGE: Where are the
political purposes?

How. W .11. JAMES: Surely we c-an
have done with that. If you put it to
any member, " Ought we to appoint the
best mnan?" he will sa y " yes "; and if you
ask, "1Have not the Government appointed
the better man?" he will say " yes." Then
why, in the name of justice, should this
question arise in the House?

MR. W. J. GEORGE: You are begging
the question.

HON. W. H. JAMES: AslIunderstand,
in a question like this, are not the interests
of the State a thousand times above the
interests of one mnan?

MR. GEORGE: Why do you not dispute
the appointment?

How. W. H. JAMES: I do not want
to dispute any appointment: it speaks
for itself. I will leave it to . every
impartial man in the State to say whether
the appointment made is not a good one.
I will leave it to anyone to decide which
is the better appointment. I do want
emphatically to protest against the narrow-
mindedness of members that they should
think that others are actuated b~y selfish
motives; that they want to be placed on
the Bench themselves. I hope members

know the profession better than that.
The profession will raise an objection to
an appointment if made, and the mere
fact that objection is raised might mean
that a black mark would be placed
against the men who raised the objection.
Whether right or wrong, the profession
bad the courage of their convictions.
There is the paper signed, for what it is
worth. Speaking as a member of the

IHouse, I desire to indorse that protest,
and to say emphatically that at all times
we ought to get the best available men for
the Bench. I say that the best man has
been got now, and that whatever be the
consequences I shall always rejoice in the
thought that the present Government
have had the courage of their convictions,
that they did not seek to make political
capital by the exercise of political patron-
age in thd appointment to so high an
office as this, and that they selected a
political opponent and placed him in a
position hejustifies anud adorns.

Question (for production of papers)
put, and passed without dissent.

MOTION - APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE,
NOT TO CONFIRM.

FORM OF MOTION, RlOW ALTERED.

Notice of motion having been given on
the previous day, " That in the opinion
of this House the appointment of a third
Judge should not be confirmed until this
House has had an opportunity of dis-
cussing the position "

Mit. D. 3. DOHERTY (North Fre-
mantle) said: May I ask, Mr. Speaker,
by whose authority the form of this
motion has been altered ?

THE SPEAKER: By my authority.
MR. DOHERTY: This is not the

motion I handed in to the Clerk of the
Assembly.

THE SPEAKER: It has been altered by
my authority.

Mn. DOHERTY: May I inquire under
what particular ruleP

THE SPEAKE: I ordered the motion to
be altered, because I considered it was
put in an improper way. It is not right
to introduce the Governor's name in
debate. The motion, as originally drawn,
in effect asked the Governor to go
against the advice of his Ministers.

MR. DOHERTY: May I ask whether
there is anything in the rules of the
House authorising the alteration .
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THE SPEAKER: Yes; the spirit of our
Standing Orders is against it.

MRa. DOHERTY: For my future guid-
aace, I should very much like to know
what Standing Order applies in the
matter.

THE SPEAKER: I have told the hon.
member what it is; that it is not right
to introduce the Governor's name in
debate. The hon. member's motion did
that, and I have therefore exercised my
discretion and altered the motion.

MR. DOHERTY: I of course submit,
sir, to your decision, and it is solely for
my information and future guidance
that I asked the question. The informa-
tion will be of service to myself and hon.
members generally. I recognise, of
course, that T must abide by your deci-
Sion. As it is, I shall, after making a
few remarks, ask the leave of the House
to withdraw the motion, because the
discussion which has just closed has
covered the whole of the ground which I
intended my motion to cover. But I
desire to call the attention of the House,
and particularly of hon. members on this
(Opposition) side, to what I consider an
absolute insult offered to us. That insult
is offered, I may say, to the majority of
the House, because after all we (Oppo-
sition) are the majority. [SEVERAL
OPPOSITION MEmBERs: Hear, hear.]
That insult has beco offered by the act ion
of the Premier in absolutely ignoring a
respectful prayer addressed to him.
Whatever the Premier, or whatever his
factotum or mentor, the member for East
Perth (Hon. W. H. James), may say, we
as representatives of the people have a
right to be considered. If it was the wish
of the House that the hands of the Gov-
ermnent should be stayed in regard
to this act, however proper the act
might be-and I say it is an ant of

injustice-t-he Government should have
had the ordinary courtesy to stay their
hands pending discussion. I consider
that Lte discussion this evening has
been entirely by the board. The gentle-
man who is the head of the present
Government has made an appointment in
the face of strong protests. I have
nothing to say against Mr. Parker. He
is an honourable gentleman; he is all the
member for East Perth said be was, one
of the leading members of the Bar and a
man who stands high in the opinion of

the people, not only of this State, but of
every State in Australia. He stands no
less high in the opinion of the London
people interested in Western Australia.
But that is not the point I wish to dis-
cuss. I desire to refer to an injustice
done to a gentleman who has held a high
position in this land, and who by the
ordinary rules of justice -I will not
mention moral right, because the present
Government dto not understand what
moral right is-was entitled to be. con-
firmed in his appointment. As a simple
act of justice, the Premier should not
have made the appointment of Mr. Parker
until the present discussion bad taken
place.

Ea. W. J. GEORGE: He said last night
he would make the appointment,

MR. DOHERTY: I feel that we have
been disgracefully treated. But that
expression is too mild: I feel that an
insult has been offered to this side of the
House by the manner in which the
Premier has treated the question. I
regret particularly that in connection
with this matter there should have been
any mention of religion. The Holise
will side with me when I Say that in a
free country like Australia-and I have
experieiiced the liberty of Australia and
the tyranny, as I may call it, of the
country I had to leave-religion should
never be mentioned in secular-7discussions.
In Ireland there would perhaps be some
object in irdtroduing the religious element,
because the people of Ireland may feel
that high positions such as that now in
question are invariably given to gentle-
men who are not adherents of the same
religion as the majority of the people.
I, a fr-ce country like Australia, however,
where every man has a right to rise and
where every man has a voice in the
government of the country, religion
should never he introduced into a parlia-
mentary discussion. [OPPOSITION MSM-
BEES: Hear, hear.] The mention of
religion should never be permitted in any
Australian House of Parliament. I
thought that in leaving the old country
I had left the discussion of religion
behind me once and for all, and I greatly
regret to see it introduced into this
House. Even if the member for Northam
(Mr. Throssell) did make a mistake, it
was the duty of the Premier simply to
pass it over.
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THE PREMIER: The same as you are
doing.

MR. DOHERTY: I did not catch the
Premier's remark.

THE PREmiER: I passed it over in the
same way as you are doing.

MR. DOHERTY: Being in a minority,
and holding the same faith as the gentle-
man who has been the subject of dis-
cussion, I feared that members of the
House might expect from me the same
bigotry of feeling as has been shown by
other mnembeis. My personal feeling is
that every man is worthby of respect, no
matter what his religion may be, so long
as he is honest and honourable and
upright. I have no desire to know any
man's religion. The decision of the
House to-night will not be the final result
of this discussion. The final decision
will be given when the present Ministr
face the country. These gentlemen will
know the final decision when they suffer
what they will have to suffer at the hands
of the people. The country will be the
final judge of their acts, and if they are
prepared to face the country--

MR. HOPKINs: They are.
MR. TAYLOR: Why don't you send

them to the countryF
MR. DOHERTY i The gentlemen who

are supposed to represent Labour in this
House always seem to chip in when
anything is said about going to the
country. We know, from genertl inform a-
tion, that not one of those gentleman
would be returned.

Ma. DAGLISH: Will you be returned?
MR. DOHERTY: Those hon. members

may find that £16 13s. 4d. a month is
not sufficient recompense for their labours,
and possibly they may make more when
they return to honest work. With the

pemssion of hon. members, I wish to
wihraw the motion standing in my

name.
HoN. F.. H. PIESSE (Williams): I

would like like to say that no doubt the
remarks -

THE PREMIER: On a point of order,
can we debate the question ?

THE SPEiAR: If the House refuse
leave to withdraw the motion, it can be
debated.

THE: Panmaz: The hon. member
himself has practically refused to with-
draw it by speaking.

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: It is not miy
intention to oppose the withdrawal of the
motion, but -

THE SPEAKER: Let me put the question
first.

Question (to allow motion to be with-
drawn) put, and iiegatived.

[Leave thus refused. Debate pro-
ceeded.

Taa SPEAKER: Does anyone second
the motion ?

MR. W. S. GEORGE : I second it,
formally.

HON. F. H. PIESSE: The member
for North Fremantle (Mr. Doherty) just
now said he desired to withdraw his
motion; but before it is withdrawn I
should like to say a. few words.

THE PREMIER: I rise to say, in explana-
tion, that I do not wish to oppose the
withdrawal of the motion. I rose a little
while ago purely on a question of order.

Hon. F. H. PIESSE: The appoint-
ment of Mr. Parker having been wade, I
desire only to say a few words as to my
position in regard to the matter. I
refrained from speaking on the motion
which was last before the House, because
I considered that sufficient bad been said
on it. The motion was made in order
that certain papers might be laid on the
table of the House. The leader of the
Government bad spoken on the motion,
and there seemed to be no objection to
the papers being laid on the table:
consequently there was nothing farther
to debate. As leader of the Opposition,
however, I desire to refer to certain
rumours current lately, that it was
the intention of the Opposition to take
action in regard to the recent judicial
appointment. I have to say that the
motion which was placed on the Notice
Paper by the member for Northam (Mr.
Throssell) was placed there entirely on
his own account, and not as a Party
motion. As leader of the Opposition, I
am therefore not in any way concerned
with the motion. If I intended, as leader
of the Opposition aud with the concur-
rence of my party, to move a resolution
in this matter, I should have moved a
straight-out vote of no-confidence in the
Government.

MINISTERIAL MEMBERS: Why don't
you move it?

HoN. F. H. PIESSE: The leader of
the Government has frequently said that
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he hopes such a motion will be made
very soon, and he has often spoken of
the majority which sits on this (Oppo-
sition) side of the House. I can assure
the bon. gentleman that it is not because
we are afraid to move such a resolu-
tion, that we have refrained from moving
it. When the time comes that 1, as
leader of rhe Opposition, feel sure of
my ground, I assure the hon. gentle-
man there will be no hesitation in moving
a vote of want of confidence. When we
see an opportunity of moving such a
motion we shall not be afraid to move it.
It has been stated in the Press that it
was the intention of the Opposition to
move a vote of want of confidence. I
sayv there was no authority whatever
for the Press to make such a state-
ment. It was never decided by the
Opposition to make such a motion in
connection with the case of Mr. Penne-
father; and this is why I desire to

Say at this stage that the motion of
the member for Northarn (Mr. Throssell)
was not made with the concurrence of
the Opposition, and therefore was not a
party motion at all. There has been
sufficient debate on the psi-titular aspect
of the matter now before the House. If
there should be a farther debate on the
matter, it will be for the members to
express themselves generally on it; but
as regards these papers sufficient has been
said. Both sides of the House have
spoken: at any rate those more par-
ticularly concerned have spoken. I was
not a member of the late Ministry at the
time the appointment of Mr. Peunefather
was made. If I hail been concerned in
the appointment, 1should have felt it my
bounden duty to 4leak my opinion on it.
The cancellation of the appointment
seems to have afforded amusement to
certain hon. members on the Government
side: notably the member for Albany
(Mr. Gardiner), the mentor of the leader
of the Government, and the Minister of
Mines seem to have regarded it as a
source of amusement. Just in passing
I desire to say that I have the sincerest
sympathy for Mr. Pennefather, and that
I regret exceedingly the course which has
been taken by the present Government.
I think it is a serious matter for Mr.
Pennefather-so serious that it might
well have been dealt with in a serious
spirit. Any levity introduced into to.

night's discussion was, I think, mis-
plated. I entertain no doubt that a&grave
injustice has been done to Mr. Penne-
father, and when the time arrives for
farther alluding to the matter I shall not
be wanting in the expression of my
opinions.

THE PREMIER: I rise to acknow-
ledge the remarks of the member for
the Williams (Hon. F. H. Piesse),
and to thank him for what he bag
said. I want him to take my assur-
ance that I was well aware that the
motion of which notice was given by
the member for North Fremantle (Mr.
Doherty) did not meet with his approval.
Had the hon. member himself (Mr.
Piesse), as leader of the Opposition,
brought forward such a motion as this,
I should certainly have held mIy hand;
for I think that as the spokesman of a
substantial party, he was entitled to a.
great degree of consideration, while the
member for North Fremantle was entitled
to none. Had the member for the
Williams brought forward this motion, I
should have known it was a party move,
and the laws of parliamentary practice
and the rules of common courtesy would,
I think, have impelled me to told my
hand. But, as I said before, I cannot
recognise the right of any individual
member of Parliament to hamper the
Government in the administration of
affairs; and consequently I swept aside,
as of no importance, the suggestion made
by the member for North Fremantle.
But in so doing I assure the House that
it was out of no disrespect to the
Chamber, and not with the idea, as the
member for North Fremantle has stated,
of insulting members on the other side.
Bad it been a party move, and of
sufficient importance to justify the
weighty consideration of bon. members,
of courselIknow the matter would have
been brought forward by the member for
the Williams, in his capacity as leader of
the Opposition. I hope the member for
the WVilliamns will accept the assurance I
give him, that I strongly appreciate the
remarks he has made; and I know full
well that this motion was not coun-
tenanced by him as leader, or brought
forward wijh the idea of raising a party
debate.

MR. G. TAYLOR (Mt. Margaret): I
should likce to say something on this
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matter, in reply to the member for North
Fremantle. I followed that bon. member
in all his remarks with reference to the
religious element being dragged into this
House; but I certainly do not follow him
in his attacks on members on this Labour
bench with regard to how they have
earned their living. I may tell the hon.
member I have worked for my living all
my life; I have earned it honourably;
and I am prepared to do so again. That
is perhaps more than the hon. member is
prepared to do: he is not prepared to
jeopardise his Seat in this House. I am
tired of sitting here listening to bon.
members in Opposition talking about
their numerical strength, and about their
having the country behind them.

Mu. F. CoxuoR: It is your leader who
save that.

MR. TAYLOR: I am here, not
barraceking for the Government, but as a
member of the Labour party; and I will
tell this House and the hon. member
(Mr. Doherty) that my opinion of con-
stitutional government is that when the
Opposition are sufficiently strong to move
a no-confidence motion and they do not
move it, they are not doing their duty to
their constituents aud their country. I
challenge hon. members, in Opposition to
do their duty.

MR. GROUGE:' We are doing it.
MR. TAYLOR: I am prepared to go

to the country.
Ma. ONNOR And to stay there.
MR. TAYLOR: True; I might stay

there. But I am prepared to stand by
the verdict of the people; I am prepared
to chance it; and that is more than hon.
members on the other side are prepared
to do. I feel confident that if we go to
the country, the Government. will come
back stronger than they are now. I know
the feelings -and the sentiments of the
people. I say so. I know also that hon.
members on the other side of the House,
if they were true to their hustings pledges,
would be sitting on this side. That is so:-
contradiction I defy. Those hon. mem-
bers know that they dare not go back to
their constituents with the same old tale
that they have broken faith with them.
Of course, I notice the wisdom of the
leader of the Opposition, in pointing out
that he would move a motion of no-con-
fidence, but would want to know his
ground and would be sure of it before

he did so: and I hope he will soon get
sure of it, and will move such a, motion
at an early date. I am tired of listening
to the prattle of the numerical streng~th
of the Opposition, and of their cultivated
wisdom. T am satisfied about that.
Move the vote. I am prepared.

MR. W. J. GEORGE (Murray): The
member who has just spoken bas thought
fit to deliver a short lecture to members
of the Opposition, and has laid down the
position that it is the duty of the Opposi-
tion to turn the Government out when
they have the numerical strength to do
so. Now, I dispute that altogether, and
I think the hon. member, too, if he put
his natural sense of humour on one side
and consider for a. single moment, will
see there is something more for members
of Parliament to think of than the mere
problem of how they can occupy the
Treasury benches. It may be that the
Government do not possess a majority
of the members sitting in the House, but
it does not necessarily follow it is for the
benefit of the country that, because the
Government are numerically weak, they
should he hindered from doing the good
work which they have allowed the country
to understand they can do.

Ma. TAntos:. Why do you not let
them do it?

Mu. GEORGE: 1 should like the
hon. member, when he has had a little
more experience of parliamentary life, to
contrast, if he can, the treatment of the
present Government at the hands of the
Opposition with the treatment received
by the old Government of Sir John
Forrest. I say the old Government,
headed by Sir John trrest, was heckled
and harassed. I admit I did a fair
amount of the heckling.

Ma. OATS: That is true.
Mu. GEORGE: And I thought I was

justified in doing it. If nature made a
mistake with we, which she possibly did,
it was in not letting me be born in Ireland:
for then I should always have been " agin
the Government," as I generally am.

Mn. W. J. BUTCHER; I rise to a point
of order. I think the subject before the
House is the motion of the member for
North Fremantle; and it appears to me
we are studying the constitution of the
House, according to the member for the
Murray.

Not to Confirm.
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Tna SPEARER: Let the bon. member
proceed with his speech, but confine him-
sell to the motion.

Mr. GEORGE:- AS. we -received from
the member for Mt. Margaret a lecture
on the duty of the Opposition. I thoughit
it possibly might not lbe considered out
of place for someone to put him right on
the constitutional point. However, so
far as the motion itself is concerned, and
as I acu not allowed to put the hon.
member righit on the constitutional point.
and to tell him that it is possible for
members of this House to support a
Government although they refuse to sit
with that Government, and to tell him that
a Government can sit in office with a
minority and -may perhaps do good work,
I shall proceed to discuss the motion ; and
so far as I can see, there needs no dis-
cussion on it whatever.

Motion put, and negatived on the voices.

NEWSPAPER LIBEL AND) REGISTRA-
TION AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND RBAM~NG.

Ms, V. CONNOR (East Kimberley):
In rising to move the second reading of
this Bill, I regret exceedingly that some
one with greater experience of the intro-
duction of Bills to Parliament, or with
vmore legal knowledge than I possess, has
not the handling of the measure. While
speaking on this question at an earlier
stage of heO life of this Parliament, on
the Address-in-reply, I spoke Somewhat
warmly in reference to the action taken
by the Press in attacking the characters
of private individuals. And I hold that
it is in this State a necessity that there
should be instituted, and that this Hous'eif it do its duty towards the people Of
this State will institute, some law
whereby people's private characters can-not
be attacked without some redress being
made available. I hold that there is at
present no redress as against a news-
paper published in certain circumstances
in this State. I have bad to refer to
what I called, at the time, the "gutter
Fress," and for so doing I have been
taken somewhat severely to task by the
general Press of the State. I have had
to challenge their right to attack myself
personally; and I wish in this'debate,
and in this speech, that my personality
should be left out of consideration, and

that hon. members, when I am address-
ing the House on this Bill, will remember
that I am not thinking of myself only,
but of the people of this State in general.
I shall try to put this matter dispassion-
ately before the House, ad not to
accentuate some of the ideas which arise
in my mind, and which it might possibly
not be very wise to give fully. First, I
will describe the clauses of the Bill, and
will then giesome authorities on which
this Bill haeto some extent, been framed.
Clause 1 is simply the title. Clause 2
provides that a judgment recovered in a,
libel action may be levied on goods
covered by bills of sae. In regard to
some newspapers in this State-and in-
deed, when I say some newspapers, I ain
referring particularly to the papers which
are the greatest sinners, and to some
papers with which I want legislation
brought in to deal -the position is as
follows. A newsrper is established,
and a company is formed to run it. I
am not referring to all the newspapers,
but to some; that is, to the class with
which this clause is to deal. A company
is formed, called a limited liability com-
pany; a printing, press is bought, and a

stafeployed to publish apaper. When
the machinery is at work and the paper
is being published, a bill of sale can be
procured over the machinery, over the
plant with which the paper is produced;
and the bill of sale protects the proprie-
tors of that paper from any execution
which it may be attempted to levy
against them. So much so that I, or
any other member of the public, may take
action against this paper, get damages
in a court of law, but cannot touch
the paper, and cannot touch the press.
I holdI that it. ought not to be in the
power of any company or individual to
take away the characier of any person
Without being in some way liable for it.
I do not wishi, in going through this Bill,
to try to force my ideas in connection
with each clause on the members of the
House. I will leave the House to deal
with the clauses in Committee; but I
hold that in those cases where it is pos-
sible to publish a libel and you cannot
get any redress or cannot get the costs to
cover your expenses, we require some
clause whereby the public will be pro-
tected . That is the object of this clause,
that bills of sale shall not, protect those

Libel Bill. [11 SEPrEBIBER, 1901.]
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presses or that machinery by which the
paper is printed as against damages for
libel. We have been told that this is
absolutely new; but some of my legal
friends will be able, perhaps, to look into
this thing; and I hope we shall not finish
the second reading debate this evening,
but that after I have made my few short
remarks the debate wiUl be adjourned, so
that the question may be looked into by
some members who are very anxious that
it shall not be rushed through. With
respect to Cluse 2, the authority for this
being in the Bill is the New South Wales
Act, I1I Viet., No. 13, Sec. 13. The same
clause almost has been in force in that
State since 1848. Referring to some of
the other clauses farther on in the
mueasure, you will find that a good deal
of this Bill has been taken from the New
South Wales Act. In regard to Clause 3,
also, there is a somewhat similar section
in the New South Wales Act, 37 Viet.,
No. 11, Sec. 4, and it is to the effect that
if the libeller went bankrupt he could be
released from gaol on serving six months
in respect of nonpayment of costs of
action, or 12 months for nonpayment of
damages awarded.

MR. MOORHADn: You keep a man
indefinitely.

MR. CONNOR: I have drafted a
clause, to be called Clause 13, which will
be added to the Bill, and perhaps it will
be well for me to read it. If the Bill
were passed as it at present stands, a
man might be, as the hon. member
says, imprisoned indefinitely. That, how-
ever. was a miske, and I propose to add
to the Bill a clause reading thus:

Where any person shall have been committed
to prison pursuant to the provisions of Section
S hereof, the gaoler or keeper of such prison is
hereby authorised and required to discharge
such person on payment of the amount due to
the plaintiff under the writ of eapias ad antis-
faciendumn, or at the end of 12 months from the
date of his imnprisonmnent on such writ.
I think that will cover the objection the
hon. meml~r takres to Clause 3. If a
manm libels another, and either has not
the money or, if he has the money, will
not pay it, he should go to prison. It is
much worse to rob a man of that which
is far more to him than filthy lucre, that
is his character, than to rob him in some
other way. A person who takes from
any man or woman his or her honour
should suffer. Clause 4 provides for a

deposit being put up by any newspaper
before it canl be published, after three
months from the present time. The

clase rovdes that £500 must be put up
befre ou can establish a paper in any

town or district where the population is
5,000, and the amount is graded down
from £500 to £250. I am led to believe
that there will be considerable objection
to this clause. As I have said, I do Dot
want to force the clause on the House,
but I want it to be discussed; I wish
members to give their opinions upon it,
and to vote upon it, and I am prepared
to accept their fiat, whatever it is, with
reference to this clause. Clauses 5, 6,
and 7 are merely machinery clauses deal-
ing with Clause 4, and if Clause 4 be not
carried, they will of course necessarily
be taken out. I have heard that some
gentleman is going to suggest an improve-
ment to this clause, to the effect that
responsible guarantors will be sufficient
in plaee of actually putting up a deposit.
I do not suppose I shall have any objec-
tion to that, and when the Bill is in
Committee that can possibly be arranged.

MR. MOORHEAD: What is the object
of the clause?

MR. CONNOR: The object of the
clause is to provide funds to meet
expenses incurred or damages given by
the Court in a criminal libel action.

MR. MOORHEMAD: You have already
your remedy against a person - the
editor.

MR. CONNfOR: I am not able to
argue the question legally with the hon.
member, and I do not propose to do so;
but doubtless he will be here when the
Bill is in Committee, and if he sees a flaw
in this I shall be prepared to accept his
judgment against my own, and I shall
abide by the opinion of the House not
onl1 y in regard to this clause, but all the
clauses of the Bill. I considered that I
would not be doing my duty as a, public
man if , after I had asked the Government
to take this thing in hand and they did
not do so, I did not take it hand myself.
I did not jump the Government's claim
in doing this, because I asked them to do
it, and they did not. As in other cases, they
were negligent. I have simply done my
duty in coming here and bringing this
matter before the House and the public.

THE PREMIER: Do you remember
when you asked them?
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Mn. CONNOR: Oh yes; when speak-
ing on the Address-in-reply. I can read
it from Haneerd.

Mn. Hop-KiNs:- Save us from that.
MR.. CONNOR. YOU Want to be

saved -from a lot of things. It is pro-
vided by Clause 9 of the Bill that no
criminal prosecution shall be commenced
against any proprietor, publisher, editor,
or other person responsible for the
publication of a newspaper for any libel
published therein, without the order of a
Judge at Chambers being first had and
obtained. That is purely to repeal the
Act 48 Viet., No. 12, so that we can intro-
duce into this suggested Act a clause
which at present exists in the English
law;i that is, that in place of the Attorney-
General of the day being in a position to
refuse or to give leave to bring a crimninal
action, any person shall have the right to
go to a Judge in Chambers and get his
decision as to whether or not he has a
right of criminal action. I think that
clause will not be disputed by any
member of the House. The clause .should
exist. When speaking on the Address-
in-reply I quoted a case which I do not
care to dwell upon particularly again.
An action should have lain against a
paper in this State, and it was in the
power of the Attorney General of the
then time to say he would not allow it.
I want that not to be the case any longer.
1 want to have here the same law as
exists in England in couneetion 'with this
matter; that where a person thinks an
action should lie, he should have the
right to go to a Judge of the Supreme
Court in Chambers and get his decision 4~s
to whether or not he has a right to bring
a criminal action. Clause 11 is some-
what novel. It suggests that the name
of the editor, printer, publisher, and
proprietor of any newspaper shall be
imprinted thereon, I shall give some
quotations from the laws of other countries
of the world where this law obtains. I
am afraid there will be a difficulty with
regard to the last word in this clause, in
fixing upon who the proprietor will be;
but that will be also in the hands of the
Committee to regulate, and perhaps sug-
gestions will come from hon. members
which may get over the difficulty. At
present the difficulty is to ascertain who
is~the proprietor of a, newspaper, because

nobody is the proprietor, and you have
nothing to sue.

MR. GARLDINER: It is not so in the
majority of cases.

Mn. CONNOR -; As a matter of fact,
libel actions were taken against certain
papers here, and it was not only impos-
sible to prove who the proprietor was,
but they could not prove who the editor
of the day was. An endeavour was made
to prove who the editor of the day was,
but it seemed that the person who was
editor for Tuesday and- Thursday was not
the editor for Wednesday, the day on
which the libel appeared. I want the
editor to be the editor every day, and
I do not want a man to get out
of his responsibility by saying he was
not the editor on the day on which the
libel was published. There is another
clause, Clause 12, and it will be for the
Committee to decide whether it shall
remain or be altered. That clause pro-
vides that the name of the contributor
of matter or any person who writes a
letter to the paper shall be affixed thereto.
It is a peculiar thing that the reason the
clause was introduced into the Bill was
this. When I spoke the other evening
in reference to this matter on the first
reading of the Bill, I was asked by a
certain gentleman connected with the
Press for a copy of the Bill, and I gave
him a rough copy of it. The next day
there appeared int that paper-I will not
mention the name of the paper-a. letter
which, I think, would not have been
published if that gentleman had not
received a copy of the Bill. There was no
name to it. That system protects certain
individuals in this State unfairly. Some
people may put their names to certain
things, and others may come afterwards
and say that things are not as stated,
but do not put their names in the paper.
What are we to do ? The editor will say
it is a breach of trust to tell who writes
the articles. It is time that some

responsibility was placed on the shoulders
of those who write for the Press without
caring how much they hurt the pel
they write about, I should just like to
mention a few pieces where a similar law
to this is in existence. I was criticised
after the first reading of the Bill by one
section of the Press, and one newspaper
referred to an article written by Milton
entitled "1Areophagitiea.' The criticism
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in the newspaper said I had never read
Milton's article on the freedom of the
Press, or such a Bill. as I have introduced
would never have emanated from me.
From Milton's I"IAreophagilica " I would
like to give one particular quotation.
'Milton says: "Give me the opportunity
to know, to utter and to argue freely,
according to conscience, above all other
liberties." I do not think those people
who write in the newspapers and traduce
and vilify the character of people who
are living good lives in the State, believe
all they wr~ite. It is a disgrace that such
stuff should be allowed to be written in
any community. It affects the morals of
the rising generation of the country,
because immoral productions are allowed
to be scattered broadcast in the com-
munity and distributed in the families of
people. Th every other country in the
world there is a cheek on such writings,
and it is time a, check was put on them
here; it is time there were some mbeans by
which such writings could be stopped.
Another authority, quoted against the Bill
-and I have read a lot sice I introduced
the measure-was Lord Wynford, and he
gives this opinion -

My opinion of the liberty of the Press is
that every man ought to be permitted to
instruct his fellow subjects.
That is quite right. I do not want tostop
the liberty of the Press; I want the Press
to have some responsibility. Lord
Wynford goes on to say;-

Any man may fearlessly advance any now
doctrine, provided be does so with proper
respect to the religion and Government of the
country. Ho may point out the errors in the
measures of public men, but he must not
impute criminal conduct to them. The liberty
of thEt Press cannot be carried to this extent
without vilifying another equally sacred rigbt
of character.
That is what I am here in my capacity as
a humble member trying my best to pro-
tect, the right of character in this eonutry.
Lord Wynford also sayvs-

This right can only ha attacked in a court of
justice where the party attacked has a fair
chance of defending himself. Where vitupera-
tion begins, the liberty of the Press ends.
That is the position; one is attacked by
newspapers, and there is no means of
defending oneself. There is no right of
reply: the newspapers have the last
word. The Press do not care what
they say in reference to people: they

do not care if they ruin a man's character
or his business. They care not so long
as they are enabled to sell two or
three extra newspapers. I wish to im-
press on members of the House that I
did not come here with sentimental
motives. It is a pure matter of necessity,
and I would not be doing right if I did
not bring this matter forward. We are
told that the liberty which it is said I am
trying to attack in this Bill is not
attacked anywhere else. But there is a
law in England relative not directly to
the Press, but bearing very much on Lhe
subject. In England the law says, in
effect-

No new p lay or addition to old plays can be
copied for hire at any theatre in Great Britain
unless they have been submitted to the Lord
Chamberlain, who may forbid any play or part
of a play. The penalty for acting a play before
it hag been allowed or after it has been dis-
allowed is a sum net exceeding £60 for every
offence and the forfeiture of the license of any
theatre in which such offence occurred.
If that law obtains in England, and it is
necessary there for the morality of therpepic, how much more should such a
law apply here to the Press, when publi-
cations which arc not fit to be put before
the public are scattered broadcast. In
England two or three hundred people
may gather to witness a play, and the
law takes care that nothing wrong is
placed before the people. That applies
far more to the Press: it is more necessary
that measures should be taken to keep)
the Press in order here than to suppress
plays. According to the Corrupt Prac-
tices Prevention Act in England, it is
illegal to publish any placards without
the name of the printer thereon. What
is that for? Simply to protect the man
who is standing for Parliament. How
much more reason is there that the name
of the writer should be given to the
articles published in the newspapers ? We
have been told that only from Russia
could such a measure as the Bill which
is now before the House have emanated.
I admit I did not draftthe Bill: the ideas
emanated from me, but I had the
measure drafted by a gentleman who will
take charge of the Bill when it gets to
the Upper House. I cannot explain the
clauses as well as that gentleman could,
but I can assure hon. members that not
many mistakes have been made in draft-
ing the Bill. I refer to the Ron. M,
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Li. Moss. and it will be acknowledged
he is a capable gentleman to undertake
the drafting of a measure such as this.
We are told that we should have to go at
least to Russia to find a measure so
severe as this Bill. T will name a few
countries where there is law much the
same as this Bill endeavours to bring
about. In India there is an Act in
existence whereby a magistrate may
require the printer and the publisher of
a newspaper to enter into a bond, with
a deposit, not to publish a newspaper
containing any words, signs, etc. The
consequence of offending is forfeiture of
the deposit, newspapers, press, etc. In
India books published for illegal purposes
are subject to forfeiture, but no bond or
deposit is required previous to the pub-
lication of books as in the case of news-
papers, so that in India the Government
have recognised some supervision over
the Press.

MR. MOORHEAD: The native Press.
MR. CJONNOR: That may be.
MR. MOORHEsAD: The object is to

suppress the native Press.
MRt. CONNOR: In Belgium there is

an Act which says that every copy of a
jurnal must bear the namoe of the
printer and the indication of his domicile
in Belgium. A similar clause is con-
tained in this Bill. In Germany the
Press law affirms the liberty of the
Press, and its main provisions are that
the name and address of the printer must
appear on all printed matter. News-
papers and periodicals must in addlition
bearthenameof someone person domiciled
in the Empire as a. responsible editor, and

a oyo every number must be deposited
with lhe police authorities of the district
in which it is published. Another clause
says in certain cases printed matter may
be seized without an order of the Court.
In Holland the name of the printer must
appear on all newspapers. I have other
authorities, but do not wish to weary
members. The trend of this class of
legislation is that responsibility rests on
the Press in most European countries,
whereas we have no supervision over the
Press. It will be within the memory of
some members that when I spoke upon

this question a short time ago I made a
statement that the black boy who had
been tried for the murder of a mn
named Durack in this State had spoken

to the son of the man in a street in Perth
afterwards and said that he killed his
father, but that the law would protect
him. I may say that I can substantiate
that statement, and I showed the Speaker
a declaration made by that boy, and if
necessary I can prove it to the hilt that
it is so. A certain section of the Press
on that particular occasion attacked wec
for getting up in the House and telling
what they said were egregious lies, and
the article extended to three columns of
solid abuse of ma. I told the truth as a
public man, and if I come here and shirk
my responsibility, I am not worthy to
have a seat in this House. I am attacked
by a newspaper as being a public scoundrel
and a public liar, and if the law is to
continue to allow a newspaper to do this
kind of thing, then the country is not
worth living in.

ME. TAYLOR: If the Bill be passed the
country will not be worth living in.

MR. CONNOR: The member for Mt.
Margaret sneers all the time; it does not
become him, he is too good-looking a
gentleman to sneer at anything; still the
hon. gentleman is never serious, there-
fore we must put up with his sneers. I
am free to admit that it is not my forts to
explain a Bill of a legal character. I have
said the responsibility rests on me, because
the Government have shirked their
responsibility and it is necessary that
something should be done to check the
Press as it is conducted at present in this
State. If we refer to articles published
in the Press, especially such articles as
those which referred to a gentleman who
at one time held a seat in this House,
whether they are true or not true, we
must come to the conclusion they have
no right to be published. The great,6r
the truth the greater the libel. If a man
purges himself of what lie has done, he
has no right to be pilloried for all time
afterwards, but that is what is attempted.
The policy of a section of the Press is to
find out whether there be a skeleton in a
personas house, and then they get a man
to go to the person and say, " Such and
such a man wants to write a letter to the
paper: you had better square hint and
there will be no letter." If you do not
pay, you may be piloried. If it is true
it is bad, but if it is not true it is vile.
If true, it is bad enough; but if untrue,
if there be no skeleton, then the policy of
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the paper is to attack a, man in his public
capacity or his private relations. If a.
man will not square the paper, if he
refuses to be blackmailed, then the best
and the worst is dlone to crucify him
through tbe Press. This is wrong, and
must be stopped. I will not dilate
farther on the matter. I hope the
second reading of the Bill will be carried:
hon. members may tear the Bill to pieces
as much as they like in Connittee. But
in the name of the spirit of chivalry
handed down to us from our forefathers,
if that spirit still exist, I say it is better
to die than to stand by and allow dis-.
honour to be done to the reputation of
the living and to the memory of the
dead. I move the second reading of the
Bill,

Mnt. W. P. SAYER (Claremont) : I
am prepared to support the second read-
ing of this Bill, because it contains at
least one or two clauses which I think
might be passed with benefit; more pas-
ticularly so if the Committee stage be
postponed for a while, as in that case
we should be able to state the law of
defamation from the civil point of view
mn the samae way as the law of libel has
been stated from the criminal point of
view in the Criminal Code Bill which was

,read here for the first time the other
night. If we are to codify the law of
libel from the criminal aspect we ought
at the same time to do something in that
direction from the civil point of view.
Clause 2 of this Bill provides that a
judgment for damages in an action of
libel shall not be defeated by a bill of
sale. In so far as that relates to bills of
sale which may be executed after the
paLssing of the measure, it may be a
good and wise provision, since a bill
of sale at best is but an indifferent
security. The knowledge that in future
such an instrument will be of no avail
against a, judgment creditor for damages
in an action of libel, will perhaps have a
wholesome effect in stopping libels in the
press, since there will be something
behind the proprietor of certain papers
of which we have occasionally to complain;
and those proprietors may in consequence
be disposed to exercise a curbing hand.
Therefore I consider Clause 2, the pro-
visions of which are already law in
Queensland and other States of the
Commonwealth, a clause which we may

.rightly support. There is another clause,
19-I *shall deal with it later on-which
certainly embodies a very desirable reform.
But some of the other clauses, I am
afraid, will on examination be found open
to serious objection. Clause 3 asks us to
go back to the days of the Marshalsea,
and the Fleet. It proposes, in default of
goods and chattels to satisfy a judgment
for damages in. libel, to imprison the
unfortunate defendants, the editor and
proprietor of the newspaper:z they arc to
be confined apparently for the term of
their natural lives.

Mna. F. Cowsron: I shall add to the
Bill a new clause dealing with that.
Clause 15 provides six months' imprison-
ment for failure to pay costs and twelve
months' imprisonment for failure to pay
damages.

Mn. SAYER: I consider twelve months'
imprisonment a, very objectionable thing
to suffer either for failure to pay damages
in an action of libel or for any other
cause. If you desire to imprison a man
for libel, you should proceed against him
on the criminal side of the court-
[SEVER.AL MEMBE:Rs: Hear, hear]--be-
cause every libel is a mnisdemeanour. If
the person libelled desires to soothe his
wounded feelings with thle coin of the
realm, he brings a. civil action; but if
he desires to punish the proprietor or
editor of the paper, or the writer of the
libellous article, by imprisonment, then
it is his duty to prosecute for the
misdenieaniour. That is amplyv provided
for in the Criminal Code Bill. Those
who are responsible for that Bill
have met the objection of the hon.
member to a great extent, I think. The
draftsmen of the Criminal Code Bill have
dealt with the subject raised by the hon.
member in the course of his speech on the
Address-in-reply. I had no opportunity
of replying to that speech of the hon.
member, who then dealt with the subject
of Clause 9 of this Bill. Clause 9provides
that it shall be no longer necessary for
the Attorney General, or indeed in the
power of the Attorney General, to grant
a flat authorising a prosecution for libel.
The clause provides that for the future
applications in respect of libel prosecu-
tions shall be made to a Judge in
Chambers. In connection with that I will
mention, if Imay, an application which
came before me recently, and on which I
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was, forced to refuse my fiat. It was my
action in that matter, I think, which
prompted the hon. member to bring for-
ward this Bill. The Bill may have, and
I hope will have, good results. I
thoroughly approve of Clause 9, which
takesi from the Attorney General the very
shadow of suspicion of political bias or
prejudice in the granting or withholding
of his flat, and leaves the question to the
decision of a Judge in Chambers. I am
more especially in favour of Clause 9
because it will contain certain words
which unfortunately 'have been omitted
by the draftsmen -of the Criminal Clode
Bill, words which I consider the most
important of all-that when you apply to
a Judge in Chambers for a fiat he
may grant it after notice to the person
accused and after that person has had an
opportunity of being heard in opposition
to the application for the rule. That is
the provision in the Eastern States, where
the Judge has been substituted for the
Attorney General in this connection.
The reason of the substitution was
that applications for fiats might be
heard and adjudicated on publicly.
It was deemed scarcely right that the
Attorney General should sit in judgment
on the matter and decide it without notice
to the defendant, and without the defend-
ant's having an opportunity of showing
cause in opposition to the granting of the
flat. The substitution of the Judge for
the Attorney General was not due to any
suspicion of possible bias in the mind of
the latter: it was made solely to enable
notice to be given, and to enable the
newspaper concerned to show cause
against the fiat before it went into the
criminal court. I shall have pleasure,
therefore, in moving that a1 proiso to
the effect which I have indicte be
added to Clause 9.

Tns PnnnsnR: We shall not want it
in this Bill, if it is included in the
Criminal Code Bill.

Mn. SAYER: I desire to see the pro-
vision inserted in this Bill for fear the
Criminal Code Bill may not pass. If the
latter Bill should have the good fortune
to become law, then the legislation which
the member for East Kimberley (Mr.
Connor) desires to introduce will be pro-
vided for. In dealing with libels on the
dead, the draftsman of the Criminal code
Bill has taken care to meet every diffi-

culty that faced myself in the matter
when I was forced to refuse the fiat on
the application I have alluded to. If the
Ho-use will bear with me for one moment.,
inasmuch as I was in a manner called to
account at a time when I had no oppor-
tunity of reply, I shall explain how it
came about that I refused the fiat. I
was asked to grant my fiat for the prose-
cution of a newspaper for libel on a
deceased gentleman - a most worthy
gentleman, I believe, and an old settler
in this State. The libel, which appeared
in a letter from a correspondent pub-
lished in that newspaper, charged the
deceased gentleman with a crime, no less
a. crime than that of wilful mnurder of
natives in the North. I must confess
I was most anxious that an oppor-
tunity should be given to the relatives
of the deceased gentleman to clear his
character in a court of justice; but I had
to consider whether it was lawful for me
to grant my fiat; and much as I desired
to do so-and I assure the House I
approached the matter with a most open
mind-I felt that I was bound and con-
strained by an authority of the Supreme
Court in England, the Court of Queen's
Bench. The decision of that court
represents the law of libel as it stands at
the present time in this State. The case
in which the decision was given was the
Queen v. Labouchere, for a libel published
in the Trull. newspaper-as bad a libel on
a. dead man as I can conceive, An appli-
cation for a rule was made to a court
which was constituted of Lord Coleridge,
Mr. Justice Denm an, Justices Field and
Hawkins (the latter both afterwards Lords
of Appeal), and Mr. Justice Matthew, now
one of the Lords Justices. That was the
constitution of the court. An application
for a rule was mnade by the Duke of
Vallo mbrosa for alibel in 7 rut A, reflecting
on the memory of his deceased father.
The libel was to the following effect. It
charged the father of the Duke of Val-
lombrosa with having been an army
contractor who was nearly hanged on a
ch arge of supplying as mneat to the French
army the flesh of soldiers who had died in
hospital or had been killed in battle:
" Luckily for him, the first empire came
to an end before the trial could take place,
and the contractor having retired to Italy
and purchased a dukedom, became a
grand seigneur, and an ardent adherent
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of the Bourbons." It is a libel to charge
a man with having been nearly hanged.
The application was made for leave to file
a criminal information, which however is
not quite the same thing as a fiat. I
imagine the Attorney General refused the
fiat, and that thus the matter came before
the Court in the form of an application
for a rule for a criminal information. The
rule was refused, and the opinions of Lord
Kenyon and other Judges were quoted in
this case as follow:

The Court will not grant this remedy, nor
should a grand jury -

I could not grant it on the occasion I
have referred to, I taking the place of the
grand jury:
nor should a grand jury find an indictment,
unless the offence -

I should say that this applies where the
subject of the libel. is dead, where the
fiat is sought in respect of a libel reflect-

ngon the memory of a dead man. The
judgment says:
nor should a grand jury find an indictment,
unless the offence be of such signal enormity
that it may reasonably be construed to have a
tendency to disturb the peace and harmiony
of the community.
In another case, that of a libel on the
deceased Lord Cowper- a libel, I may
say, of the most virulent possilble de-
scription, imputing to the dead man
" unmanly vices and debaucheries"-Lord
Kenyon, after taking time to consider, and
with the assent of Mr. Justice Buller,
who had tried the case, " arrested the
judgment on the ground that it was not
the subject matter of indictment for
libel to asperse the memory of the dead,
unless it was dune with a design to break
the peace." I considered the decision in
that case binding on me. I was not
satisfied that the editor or proprietor of
the newspaper in question, in publishing
that letter-and it was the newspaper
that was charged as the libeller in the
case-was actuated by any design to
break the peace. Under the circum-
stances, I consider I rightly- ref used my
flat. As I have already said, under the
Criminal Code Bill which the Govern-
ment have introduced, that element is
excluded, and a libel on the memory of a
dead man will, if the Bill become law, be
just as much the subject of a criminal
prosecution as a libel on the living. I

have pleasure in supporting the second
reading of the Bill.

Mr. J. GARDINR (Albany) : It is
my intention to oppose the second
reading of the Bill. We have a right to
expect that every Bill brought before the
the House, whether by the Governmnent
or by a private member, shall be based
on principles of justice and equity. I am
afraid a perusal of this Bill clearly
shows ignorance on the part of its
author of the business surroundings
of a newspaper, and a strong senti-
ment of vindictiveness as well. More-
over, it will at the same time have a
very harassing influence upon a section of
this community which is very necessary
indeed to our development. The Bill is
called " An Act to farther amend the
Newspaper Libel and Registration Act ";
but it rather seems to me to be a Bill to
get this Rouse to remedy a grievance of
a private member. I may say I have not
the slightest sympathy with that section
of the Press which libels the private
characters of individuals, or which libels
the dead. Farther, we know that in
this country there are men who are
honestly trying to redeem the false starts
made in other countries; and if so, then
so long as they honourably discharge the
duties of citizenship, and honestly fulfil
the duties of their employment, we have
a right to see that their own secret coffers
are not unlocked by the key of a scandal-
mongering Press. I think, too, all of us
agree that it is cowardly to libel the dead.
When a man is dead, it is generally
supposed he has gone before a tribunal
of even greater importance than the
tribunal of public opinion. There are
two forms of libel, especially with regard
to newspapers. There is the libel which
affects a business man's credit, and,
naturally enough, money is the one salve
for such; a libel. And if the object of the
hon. member were to protect the commier-
cial character of the public generally,
possibly I might support him. The
other form of libel, and that which the
hon. member is trying to rectify, is the
libel on the private character of either a
private citizen or a public man.

Ms. DoHERTY: Surely his pbaracter is
worth something?

Ma. GARDINER: Some people's
characters are, I admit. Other people's
are not worth a great deal.
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MnL. DOHERTY: Speak for yourself.
MR. GARtDINERK: Possibly I am

speaking for myself, and that with an
inner consciousness that the hon. member
does not possess.

MR, DOHERTY: We know. Experientia
docet.

ME. GARDINER:- Well, with regard
to this second form of libel, in olden days
it was the custom to try to wipe it out
with blood; and even now, judging from
the remarks of the hon. member for East
Kimberley, there is a desire to wipe it
out by personal chastisement; and I
think that is a perfectly human idea
after all. But while the object of the
hon. member is to protect the public
against what he considers the libellous
attacks of the gutter Press, be wishes by
the very clauses of this Bill to inflict an
extremely heavy burden on the legitimate
Press. it is very hard, I admit, to draw
a distinction; but it would be very
unwise were this House to recognise the
principle that because one or two ills
exist, the whole community should suffer.
And that is evidently the intention of the
hion. member who introduced this Bill.
The Bill would be a restriction on
genuine enterprise; and I contend we are
bound to recognise genuine enterprise in
respect of the Press, just as much as in
any other commercial walk of life. A
newsipaper is a genuine pioneer. Ask
any man of any experience, and he will
tell you that a town-even in this
community of ours, small as the towns
are in some instances-does not consider
itself up- to-date until it has a newspaper to
represent it. The newspaper is the mouth-
piece of the general wants of a community;
it is the champion of the interests of the
community;- and very frequently it is
the champion of particular interests
which require to be championed by an
enlightened Press. I am speaking with
probably a wider knowledge than any
other man in this House of the com-
mercial side of newspaper enterprise: I
shall leave the scissors-and-pasts side to
the member for Murchison (Mr. Nanson).
And I assure hon. members that a perusal
of the books of any of the country news-
papers will clearly show that there is no
competency in a country paper. In fact,
time after time we find the proprietors
of such papers struggling for a mere
pittance and mere existence. I remember

reading of a schedule filed in bank ruptcy
by a newspaper proprietor; and at the
end of the accounts this little paragraph
appeared.

Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself bath said:
"I'll pay before I go to bed

The debt I owe the printer!I"
Yes; some there are we know full well,
Who never such a tale could tell;
And when they die they'll go to-well,

The place where there's no winter.

I may say it is the experience of any
number of country newspapers, especially
of the smaller papers, that it is a very
difficult tWk to make both ends meet.
And the newspaper millionaires of Aus-
tralia, or of the whole world, are very
limited in number; they are restricted to
those who have had unlimited capital an d
a large population to work upon; and
the men who have made even small
competencies in newspaper enterprise in
Australia could probably be counted on
one's two hands. In the majority of
instances, those who have done even that
started with very small surroundings.
The usual custom is, in starting a news-
paper, to go to a merchant and get
him to supply the plant. The plant
of an ordinary newspaper, exclusive of
power, would probably run to £40 or
£2500, and the paper is generally started
by an enterprising man who has been in
some way or other connected with news-
papers. For there is no craze that gets
into th e blood more easily than the desire
to run a newspaper- I have heard it
said that it is even worse than the desire
to get into Parliament. When the
would-be proprietor comecs for the plant,
the probabilities are that he has, in
addition to the cost of the plant, to
consider the question of its carriage and
erection at the place of destiuation. I
have in my mind one country paper
started in Western Australia, where the
cost of carria e and oif erection of plant
was equal to the cost of the plant itself.
Moreover, any newspaper man will tell
us that it is one of the wisest maxims of
the business to have in hand, when start-
ing a paper, sufficient money to carry it
onl for six months at least; because you
cannot accept a mank's advertisement for
one quarter, and go down the next day
and collect your money. In these cir-
cumstances, newspaper proprietors fre-
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quently give the merchant a security,
which security may take the form of a
bill of sale, or of a, leasing anad hiring
agreement. This Clause 2 absolutely
takes away from the merchant that
security. Should it pass, he will say,
"No; I cannot possibly trust you;
because a verdict for libel makes that
security practically of no effect." And
consequently, I think the House will
admit that such an enactment would be
a tax on the enterprise of a very neces-
sary portion of our community. Let us
examine this provision to see how harshly
it may press on -newspaper proprietors.
It may be a technical libel which has been
published. I am not now speaking of,
but shall deal later on with, the Press
that hon. members want to get at:- but I
am speaking of that portion of the
Press which is absolutely legitimate. It
may have been, possibly by some slip
of the compositor, that a mnan is
technically libelled. Frequently, as we
know, men have small cheques die-
honoured. They have very small credits.
And frequent also is it that a man who
is technically libelled concerning such a
matter has a character that no exposure
in the public courts will very tuuch affect.'
Consequently, so far as he is concerned,
to go against the paper means all to
nothing. An intelligent jury may return
to him a verdict for £2. A verdict of
£2 carries very heavy costs. Anyone
who hag had experience of libel actions
knows they are probably the most costly
legal proceedings into which a man can
possibly enter. Consequently, wbile a
mnan may be technically libelled to the
extent of £2, the costs of the trial may
-possibly run into several hundreds.
Therefore I say this clause would involve
uinnecessary hardship on a man desiring
to enter legitimately* on the trade of run-
ning a newspaper.

MR. GEORG3E: Could he not avoid the
risk by not libelling people ?

Mn. GARDINER: That is quite pos-
sible. But what one man may consider
a public duty mnay be construed by another
person into a. very severe libel. And we
do not want to put a hamper on the
-portion of the Press which is actuated by
the highest motives in trying to do its
duty.

Ma. GE~ORG;E: Hear, hear.

MR. GARDINER: What would be
the result? Simply that no merchant
would trust one of these newspapers, or
any other newspaper; because I venture
to say, hardly any newspaper in Australia
could have a linotype to-day -probably
the greatest advance in printing a news-
paper that we have had for years-had
it not been for the assistance given
to newspapers either by merchants; or by
bankers. These linotypes run into prob-
ably £750 each; and eight or nine of
them are required in a well equipped
newspaper office. So this is a huge sum,
and the matter is not one of those airy
subjects which a man can pass on one
side. The warmth of the defence of the
squatters by the member for East Kim-
berley during the debate on the aborigines
question was full of application to the
circumstances of the present Bill. He
stuck up, and I admire him for standing
up, for those squatters who, he said,
ought -not to be libelled. Well, what
has been his experience with his squatter
friends has been my experience with the
Press; and I say unhesitatingly that the
Press of this State-and I think I cin
honestly say I know nearly every editor,
and nearly every proprietor -is represented
by men who do not abuse the privileges
of the Press, but who do, as far as
possible, strive to carry dut their duty
to themselves, to their children, to others
dependent on them, and also to the
public, with the highest possible motives.

MR. JAcony: All of them, without
exception ?

MR. GARLDINER- I cannot say
.without exc~eption." My friend (Mr.

Connor) has admitted there are Legrees
among squatters: I also am prepared to
admit there are Legrees on the Press ;
and there are Legrees in every class you
like to name-.even among members of
Parliament, as a friend in my neigh-
bourhood reminds me. There is, in all
bodies of men, a certain class which
abuses its privileges, and amongst press-
men there is a class which abuses its
privileges. In the very debate on the
aborigines question hon. members were
very careful to impress on me that such
squatters were invariably brought to
severe personal punishment. And any-
thing which will help to bring to punish-
ment the Legrees. of the Press will, I am
sure, not only meet with the assistance of
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every member of this House, but will re-
ceiveassistance from thePress itself. Ilam
sure pressmen are just as jealous of their
good fame as are squatters of the North-
Last or the North-West; and therefore
I say, with that experience before me,
that in his desire to protect private
character against the insinuations of the
gutter Press, the hon. member has gone
too far altogether, and has put restric-
tions on the legitimate Press. And even
with the gutter Press it seems to me we
must exercise a. certain care and a certain
discretion; for we know as well as can be
that as gutters have their uses, so the
much-maligned gutter Press, even mn
this State, has its uses; because some
serious menaces to the public welfare
have been exposed by the gutter Press.
Therefore, in dealing with this matter we
wish to protect the individual even of
that particular Press when he is trying to
do his duty. That Press has done its
duty in some instances in the past, and
we must be careful how we deal with it.
I quite admit it is very difficult to deal
with it, and I would be only too happy
to give the hon. member every assistance
to try and mete out punishment to those
men who are disgracing the Press by
doing those things which are neither just
nor right, and which spring from the
lowest possible motives. To-day it may
be the member for East Kimberley who
is attacked by the gutter Press, and to-
morrow it may be myself or any other
member, but in dealing with this matter
the member for East Kimberley has
taken stringent measures. Take Clause 3.
We find we are to take a man's personal
property after damaging the security
which is his and the merchant's; then
you want to take his person; and then he
shall not be entitled to be discharged
from prison in consequence of his there-
after taking advantage of the Bankruptcy
Act of 1892, or the Bankruptcy Act
Amendment Act of 1898, or any other
amendment or statutory modification
thereof.

MR. F. CONNOR: That is the law of
New South Wales.

MR. J. GARDINER: I do not care
what the law is. First of all you take a
muau's personal property; then you take
his person; and then you put him in
gaol. Possibly the matter of recreation
may be suggested; that every morning

he should have the pleasurable sensation
of a castigation with sch napper lines with-
out any knots.

MR. F. CONOR: That is getting very
stale.

MR. GARDINER: It would not be
very stale to the man who had to receive
it: it would be very fresh. Now that
clearly shows no honest intention of
justice, but evidence of vindictiveness,
where you not only take the property but
the person, and let him rot in prison.
That is the intention.

MR. F. ONORs: I rise to a point of
order. Is the hon. member in order in
imputing vindictiveness to me in bringing
in this BillP

THE SPUEER: I do not think the hon.
member is in order. He should not
impute motives to anyone.

Mx. GARDINER: I was not imputing
motives. I was ay ing there was evi-
dence of vindictiveness.

MR. CoNNOR: Confine yourself to the
truth.

Tim SPEAKER: The hon. member (Mr.
F. Connor). should not have made that
observation.

MR. GARDINER: It seems to me
there are two little words in the Bill that
are very appropriate. They, are " Fieri
facias"-fiery faces. Whenever a man
begins to talk of libel, he begins to have
a very fiery face, and apparently the bon.
member is ever ready to have a fiery face
on the first possible occasion.

MR. CONNOR: It is a. reflection from
the other side.

MR. GARDINER: That is it. The
good nature of the lion. member does
come across here sometimes.

MR. CONNOR: It is reflex.
Mx. GARDINER: I was rather

speaking of legal vindictiveness than
personal vindictiveness.

MR. CONNOo: I am satisfied.
MR. GARDINER; I know it was a

little bit of side on the part of the hon.
member. We get this, that you have not
only taken a man's security and taken
his person and put him into gaol, but in
addition the man has to put up a security
of £500 for a population of 5,000, £800
for a population of 2,000, £200 for 1,000,
and £50 for anything under 1,000. You
have robbed a man of every chance of
getting an advance on his particular
business. If the member for East Kim-
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berley wanted an advance, he could go
and borrow it practically on the good-will
of the business. In the case of a news-
paper, a mail could not raise money on
the good-will of his business, if this Bill
were passed. He could not borrow on
the printing plant or any security be-
longing to him, and consequently to get
moneir he would have to go and submit
to the bankers a gilt-edge security, and
then the banker would charge probably 6
or 7 per cent. for the advance, merely to
let that money lie in the bands of my
hon. friend the Colonial Treasurer, bear-
ing no interest whatever. It seems to
me there is no justice in a clause of that
kind. I have no doubt that in the next
Budget speech the Treasurer will take
credit for the money received as deposits
from those particular papers, if thisa Bill
comes into force.

Ma. W. J. G:EoRGE: Have the amounts
ear-marked.

N. 3. GARDINER: That is a good
idea, to have them ear-marked; but what
I complain of is that there is no justice
You force a man to borrow and there is
no provision to allow him 3 per cent. for
the mone ,y. Then, too, there is another
suggestion of injustice in this particular
clause. You say here:- " Provided, how-
ever, that this section shall not apply to
any daily, hi-weekly, or tni-weekly news-
paper," or any of those weekly papers
which are connected with a daily, bi-
weekly, or tni-weekly paper. What is
the'object? It is very clearly to catch
those weekly papers which my friend
knows constitute the gutter Press. But
he is altogether at sea there, for the
simple reason that there are a large
number of weekly newspapers in Western
Australia that probably are not known
to him or the gentleman that assisted
him to draft this Bill so ably, from his
point of view. I have no doubt he is
desirous of getting at the Sun and
Sunday Timnes, but I will tell him there
are other papers, and if they have to put
up these deposits, that pro-vision -will press
very hardly indeed upon some members
of this House. My friend the member
for the Collie ('Mr. J, Ewing) has a
weekly paper in his district called The
Collie Miner, and then there is the
(ireenbuskes Advocate. I notic.ed the
other day that this paper was good
enough to say that never in the history

fof a Parliament had there been such a
Igathering of incompetents as in this
Assembly.

Mn. SAYER: I would like to say I do
not support Clause 4.

MR. GARDINERt: I quite understood
that. Of course, that criticism in the
paper I have mentioned may be temper,

ito a certain extent. We know the editor
Itried to get into this House and did not
succeed, and I do not know whether under
these circumstances the member for the
South-West Mining District-and I
believe you yourself, Mr. Speaker, are in
that district-

Tme SPEAKER:- No; that is not in my
district.

MR. GARDINER:- I tell the mein-
ber for Mt, Margaret (Mr. G. Taylor)
he would nob like to see that clause
put into effect. There are the laver-
ton Mercury, Mt. Morgans Miner, Mt.
Leonora Miner, Mt. Malcolm Chronicle,
Mt. Magnet Miner, Marble Bar and
Pilbarra Newst, Southern Gross Miner,
Southern Cross Times, Northern Public
Opinion, Murchison Advocate, and last,
but not least, my friend the member for
York (Mr. Monger) will be affected,
because his Eastern, Districts Chronicle is
a weekly paper, That is why I say this

IBill was hurriedly prepared with the idea
of catching certain papers, and it was
prepared in ignorance of the other weekly
papers published in this country. I
venture to say that out of the papers
named, not one will come under the
heading of "1gutter Press." Then there
is another injustice in the penalty itself.
We have £2500 in a population of 5,000,
and I say unhesitatingly it is more cruel,
if anything, to libel a man in a conmmunity
of 500 people than to libel one in a com-
munity of 5,000, becauss in a community

of 500 every man knows the person
libelled, whereas in a community of 5,000
probably only 10 per cent. of the people
know him. In smnall communities the
wrong to an individual libelled is prob-
ably infinitely greater than in larger com-
mnunities, where any quantity of people do
not know who he is. Consequently in
this respect there is injustice. Then we
get along to Clause 6, and in this par-
ticular-

Mn. MONGER: I do Dot think we need
discuss these clauses seriatim.
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Ma. GARDTNER:- If the hon. member
for York (Mr. Monger) is getting weary
I will stop, for I do not want to weary
my- friend. , In Clause 6, and right
through the remaining clauses, it is
brought within the power of two justices
to fine a man a penalty not exceeding
£200, or impose imprisonment not ex-
ceeding 12 months, with or with-
out bard labour. I do not care
how technical may be the breach, that
is an extraordinarily broad power to
be put into the hands of any justice of
the peace. There is another cruel clause.
Clause 7 says that for a period of three
monthls after the newspaper has ceased
to be published the deposit shall not be
withdrawn. There have been papers in
this community which have ceased pub-
lishing simply because of want of support
or because the population has shifted,
and it is hard enough for the owners of
such papers to be deprived of the publi-
cation and to know that their printing
plant has, through the paper ceasing,
become to a great extent mere old iron;
but in addition to that they musat wait
three months before they can get back
the money they have lodged with the
Colonial Treasurer. That is another
unjust clause. Then we get to Clause 8.
With every desire to protect the man
who is libelled, the hon. member has
sinned int entire ignorance, because the
best security of a. paper is its copyright,
and once you stop the circulation of a
paper, you have, as any man of practical
experience will say, deteriorated the price
of that man's security to a nominal suim;
in fact in many instances to stop a
paper simply means ruining the whole
thing.

MR. W, J. 4hoRaoa: It may be desir-
able with some of the papers.

MR. GARIDINER: In reply to the
interjction of the member for the Murray
(Mr. W. J1. George), I say that evidently
the object of this Bill is that there shall
be a monetary reserve which one c=i
claim upon. I want clearly to show that
this very object is being defeated by Clause
8. If the hon. mnember had said that
the paper should be carried on under the
direction of the Court or Judge, or some-
thing of that kind, I should have said he
was taking care to protect the interests
of the man libelled so that he should get
a monetary consideration.

Mnt. Cogrwoat: All these clauses you
have been arguing on are pure machinery
clauses.

Mn. GAR DINER: I can quite under-
stand they are machinery clauses. I
have heard of a thumbscrew being
"1machiiery," and I have no doubt these
clauses are thumbscrews in this Bill.

Ma. Gunes: I can assure the bon.
member I had nothing to do with the
machinery of the Bill.

MR. GARDINER: I am only dealing
with this sul~ject as it affects the business
portion of the question. I can assure
the member for East Kimberley that the
liberty, of the Press will be so placed
before him. that he will withdraw this
Bill instead of letting it go to the second
reading. There is one redeeming clause,
or there are two redeeming clauses, in the
Bill. I quite agree with the member for
Claremont (Mr. W. F. Sayer) that Clause
9 is a very good one, aud I also agree
that Clause 11 is a very wise one. Icon-
sider it a wise and just thing that
editors should publish their names in
the place provided for in this Bill.
The hon. member sought to lead this
Rouse into a belief that it was a very
difficult thing to trace the editor. I
grant that the hon. member was right in
one specific instance; but because of that
one specific instance, it is not right to say
that in regard to the whole of the news-
papers there is a difficulty in tracing the
editor. In nine cases out of ten, the
editor is the editor and proprietor as well;
and in the majority of these cases the
editor-proprietor is very careful indeed to
see that nothing of a very libellous nature
gets into his newspaper. Clause 12
evidently came to the hon. memaber as an
inspiration, and like most inspirations it
would have been better for a second con-
sideration. I have no sympathy for that
Press which the bon. member has a desire
to "get at"-the Press that libels the
private life of private parties. This is a
growing evil in the Australian States,
because it does -not exist ouly in Western
Australia. People may, have heard of a
paper called Truth, edited by John Norton,
in Sydney; they may have heard of an
equally discreditable publication known as
The Hfawklet, published in Victoria. The
gutter Press is not singular to this State,
and it is necessary to control that Press,
to control that which is injurious to the
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welfare of the community, and injurious
at all times. Sometimes it is not injuri-
ous for the light of day to be let into
some of our transactions. We bare
found it far from injurious for the light
of day to be let sometimes into some
of our transactions. If what is known
as the reputable Press sought more pro-
minently to inquire into actions which
take place under their noses, there would
be not the slightest necessity for the
gutter Press as we know it. The gutter
Press would not be so largely used if
members of Parliament and others did not
read it. We are apt when we see names
mn these particular newspapers, especially
if they refer to political opponents or
men we do not like, not to put the
most charitable construction on what we
read, and we add to the gutter Press by a
repetition of those scandals which we see
in it and give that Press encouragement
in many instainces to increase the libel.
In lots of instances, as soon as a man
buys a newspaper plant and begins to see
his own articles in the newspaper. be hafs
the same bind of desire that members of
Parliament may have to see their speeches
after their names, and frequently the
newspaper proprietor thinks that all he
has to do is to say a thing is right and it
is right. I did purpose proposing that
the Bill be read this day six months, but
in Committee I shall endeavour to have
all these machinery clauses, as the hon.
member, styles them, very much altered,
or, at any rate, made much less crushing
than they are at present.

On motion by the PREMIER, debate
adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at twenty

minutes past 10 o'clock, until the next
day.

'9tgishttibct Issenihlg,
Thursday, 121h September, 1901.

Papers presented-Question: Land Drinage Act, to
Amend-Question: Absentee Taxation, to tegis-
late-jueetion: Midland Railwray Guarantee, to
witbdraw-Question: Mining on Private Property
Act, Baser Metals-Presbyterian Church of Ana.
tmali. Bill, third reading-Workers' Cornsio
Bill, in Committee to Clause 4 (adjourn )-Trade
Unions Regulation Bill, resuraed in committee,
reported-Adjocurnent.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4-30
o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINSTR FOR WornS 1

Mullewa-Cue Railway Contract, papers
relating to settlement of claims of Con-
tractors; 2, Lease of 42-Mile Dam
(ordered on motions by Ron. P. H.
Pie sse).

By the PREMIER: Removal of Mr.
Pennefather and appointment of Mr.
Parker as second Puisne Judge (ordered
on motion by Mr. Throssell).

By the COLONIAL TREASURtER: Annual
Reports, (i) Perth Public Hospital, (2)
Postmaster General.

Ordered to lie on the table.

QUESTION-LAND DRAINAGE ACT,
TO AMEND.

MR. W. B. GORDON asked the
Premier: Whether it is the intention of
the Government to amend the Land
Drainage Act 1900. If so, when?

Tnz PREMIER replied: Yes; a Bill
amending the Drainage Act was intro-
duced in the Legislative Council yesterday.

QUESTION-A.ESENTEE TAXATION,
TO LEGISLATE.

Ma. ff. J. YELVERTQN (for Mr.
P. Stone) asked the Premier: Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
bring in a Bill this session for the purpose
of imposing a tax on absentee owners of
large estates ?

THE PREMIER replied: The Govern-
ment are unable to bring in such a Bill
at present, but hope during the recess to
deal with the question of large estates.

QUlESTION-MeIDLAND RAILWAY GUAR-
ANTEE, TO WITHDRAW.

*Mn. H. J. YELVERTON (for Mr. P.
Stone) asked the Premier: Is it the
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